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Executive summary 

The United Kingdom’s energy system is undergoing rapid transformation to accommodate the ambitious target of 
reaching net zero emissions by 2050. The recently announced Ten Point Plan for a green industrial revolution highlights 
the Government’s ambition to reach the net zero target and indicates the rapid changes in policy that will be rolled out 
in the coming years. The Government is now expected to publish a range of strategy and policy papers in the near 
future to follow up on the ambition of the Ten Point Plan. In March 2020, UK Power Networks published their first set of 
distribution future energy scenarios (DFES) outlining three potential futures for energy consumption across UK Power 
Networks’ distribution network. Scenarios were created for key drivers of energy demand and distributed generation 
and these scenarios were then aggregated into three over-arching “scenario worlds” that each represented a single 
cohesive view of a potential future world. In this update of the DFES, we present the view of four different scenario 
worlds, with the addition of a fourth, more ambitious scenario world, Leading the Way, that reflects higher ambition and 
quicker action from national and local government all the way down to individuals. 

The four scenario worlds presented in this report closely align with the narrative presented by National Grid in their 2020 
Future Energy Scenarios 1 but are built up by combining bespoke uptake forecasts for individual drivers of demand and 
generation within UK Power Networks’ region. Steady Progression is the only scenario that does not reach net zero by 
2050 despite continued progress towards decarbonisation. While the remaining three scenario worlds are consistent 
with a net zero energy system in 2050 but they achieve decarbonisation via different pathways, especially for heating. 

Given this ever increasing ambition to decarbonise, as part of this year’s DFES we undertook a significant programme 
of regional stakeholder engagement to discuss our modelling with a range of local stakeholders and to understand how 
our scenarios aligned to their own plans and ambitions for their regions.  

We also updated all of our scenarios to reflect those changes in the policy environment, technologies, markets and 
deployment levels that have occurred since the publication of the March 2020 DFES. For example, we have updated 
our uptake scenarios for low emission cars and vans to reflect the ban on new petrol and diesel cars from 2030. Among 
other key updates made in this update of the DFES are new scenarios for the uptake of low emission heavy duty vehicles 
and a completely new view for decarbonised heating, a hybrid pathway that feeds into the fourth scenario world, Leading 
the Way.  

The scenarios produced in this work will enable UK Power Networks to more effectively plan for the future, thereby 
ensure they deliver a reliable network for their customers in the most cost-effective manner whilst supporting the UK’s 
decarbonisation ambitions. It is important to note that while these scenarios span a broad range of possible futures, in 
such a rapidly evolving policy and technology environment, we expect that things will continue to change quickly and 
we will continue to monitor developments and feed them into our modelling as part of the iterative annual update cycle 
for the DFES.  

Table 1: Overview of the scenario worlds for the UK Power Networks DFES. 

Parameter Steady 
Progression 

System 
Transformation 

Consumer 
Transformation Leading the Way 

Net-Zero by 2050? No Yes Yes Yes 
Low-carbon gas grid? No Yes No Yes 

Electric cars and vans in 2030 2.6 million 4.5 million 4.5 million 4 million2 
Homes with heat pumps in 2030 320,000 445,000 712,000 1,245,000 
Homes with solar panels in 2030  195,000 248,000 397,000 248,000 

Battery capacity in 2030 1.3 GW 2.7 GW 4.8 GW 4.1 GW 
Total renewable generation in 2030 6.1 GW 7.2 GW 8.1 GW 8.6 GW 

                                                      

1 National Grid ESO, Future Energy Scenarios, July 2020. 
2 Leading the Way has lower electric vehicles due a change in the way people travel, further detail provided in Low-carbon transport. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 UK Power Networks’ licence areas and DFES datasets 
UK Power Networks serves 8.3 million customers; in doing so they provide the electricity network supplying electricity 
to the homes and workplaces of 19 million people in the East of England, London and the Southeast. The UK Power 
Networks area is broken into three major regions, called licence areas (Figure 1): 

• Eastern Power Networks (EPN); 
• London Power Networks (LPN); and 
• South Eastern Power Networks (SPN) 

 

While these three licence areas are broadly similar in location to the Government Office Regions of East of England, 
London and the Southeast of England, their boundaries differ considerably from those Government Office Regions. We 
published many of the scenario datasets at much higher geospatial resolution to allow for stakeholders to consider only 
those areas of particular interest to them. 

To breakdown the scenarios into these smaller geographical regions we used Office for National Statistics (ONS) areas 
called: 

• Middle Layer Super Output Areas (MSOAs); and 
• Lower Layer Super Output Areas (LSOAs) 

UK Power Networks’ region is made up of about 2,200 MSOAs which in turn are made up of around 11,000 LSOAs. 
The average dimensions of MSOAs and LSOAs across England are given in Table 2. Outputs at LSOA resolution, 
wherever possible, will published on UK Power Networks’ Open Data portal alongside this report. 

Figure 1: UK Power Network’s licence areas 
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Table 2: Average dimensions of MSOA and LSOA across England3. 

Geography Minimum 
population 

Maximum 
population 

Minimum number 
of households 

Maximum number 
of households 

LSOA 1,000 3,000 400 1,200 

MSOA 5,000 15,000 2,000 6,000 

 

 

1.2 Structure of the report 
This report provides an overview of the process of generating UK Power Networks’ Distribution Future Energy Scenarios 
(DFES). First, we outline the scenario framework and explain how individual scenarios are brought together to create 
four different possible future scenario worlds. Next, we provide a high-level overview of feedback from regional 
stakeholders, then we detail how future scenarios were developed for each of the drivers of demand and generation 
considered in the DFES. These drivers are considered to have significant impact on energy demand and supply and 
include, for example, the number of electric vehicles, uptake of energy efficiency measures and number of solar PV 
installations. Finally, we present the key conclusions drawn from this work. The report is structured as follows: 

Section 2 outlines scenario narratives for four different future worlds and details how the different future scenarios for 
each of the key drivers are combined to produce those scenario worlds.  

Section 3 gives an overview of consultations with UK Power Networks’ stakeholders and their expectations for future 
technologies deployed in the area. 

Section 4 describes how the different Distribution Future Energy Scenarios were developed, including the modelling 
methodology and the geospatial disaggregation for the various key drivers modelled. 

Section 5 presents the conclusions drawn from this work and outlines how UK Power Networks intends to use these 
scenarios within their business going forward. 

2 Scenario framework  
In this work, we adopted the scenario framework published by National Grid in their latest Future Energy Scenarios 4. 
The new framework introduces four potential energy pathways to 2050, three of which reach Net Zero emissions by 
2050. These pathways represent different positions on two main axes, speed of decarbonisation and level of societal 
change (Figure 2). We developed bespoke scenarios for each driver of demand and generation and constructed four 
overarching scenario worlds that align with the narratives of the pathways from National Grid (see Section 2.2). By 
developing our own uptake scenarios with local knowledge, we are able to more accurately reflect UK Power Networks’ 
region, the customers within this region and the current deployment of low-carbon technologies. The four scenario 
worlds are structured as follows: 

1. Steady Progression: General progress is made towards decarbonisation; however, this is the only scenario 
world that does not meet net zero by 2050. 

2. System Transformation: The 2050 net zero target is met by relying on hydrogen to decarbonise the more 
difficult sectors of heat and heavy transport. 

3. Consumer Transformation: The 2050 net zero target is met by a high degree of societal change as well as 
deep electrification of transport and heat. 

                                                      

3 https://www.ons.gov.uk/methodology/geography/ukgeographies/censusgeography 
4 National Grid ESO, Future Energy Scenarios, July 2020 

https://www.ons.gov.uk/methodology/geography/ukgeographies/censusgeography
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4. Leading the Way: This is the fastest of the scenario worlds to achieve net zero, with the highest level of societal 
change utilising both hydrogen and electric low-carbon technologies. 

 

Figure 2: Scenario world framework overview (source: National Grid). 

2.1 Scenario world overview 

 

 

  Steady Progression 

 
The Steady Progression world sees the least amount of societal change and has the slowest speed of 
decarbonisation. Significant progress is made towards net zero, but ultimately the target is not reached by 2050. 

There is widespread uptake of electric vehicles, initially bought by early adopters, but as battery prices fall and 
electric vehicles reach price parity with internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicles, they become the most popular 
choice of domestic vehicle. However, a lack of viable options for Heavy Duty Vehicles (HDV) means that 
decarbonisation of large road vehicles is much slower.  

Natural gas continues to be the primary heating fuel, although there is a degree of success in the roll out of heat 
pumps – especially in new builds where gas and oil boilers are banned from 2025.  

There is a significant increase in the generation capacity of the UK, with increases seen in both small- and large-
scale solar photovoltaic installations as well as an increase in distributed generation from waste, biomass and 
energy crops. However, despite these increases in renewable energy capacity, a significant increase in the number 
of gas fired turbines is seen as well. There is limited appetite from the public to participate in the energy market 
via smart mechanisms such as demand side response and time of use tariffs. 

SP 
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  System Transformation 

 
In a System Transformation world, the UK reaches its net zero target in 2050 by relying on hydrogen to decarbonise 
the more difficult sectors of heat and heavy transport.  

With the end of ICE and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEV) sales in 2030 and 2035, respectively, sales of 
electric vehicles, especially cars and vans, continue to ramp up, resulting in a greater demand for rapid and fast 
public chargers. Global production of hydrogen fuel cells ramps up, which enables large scale supply of zero 
emission HDVs, including buses, coaches and heavy goods vehicles, to be available from mid-2030s.  

The Government has chosen to decarbonise heat in existing buildings by repurposing the natural gas grid to 
distribute low-carbon hydrogen and installing electric heat pumps in new builds.  

Developments of distributed generation, including solar PV and other renewable generation, are steady along with 
battery storage in this world. There is also a moderate level of grid flexibility brought by demand side response 
and electric vehicle smart charging. 

 

 

  Consumer Transformation 

 
The Consumer Transformation world sees the UK reach net zero by 2050, thanks to widespread electrification, 
decarbonisation of electricity supply and consumers willing to change their behaviour and engage with new, smart 
technologies. This scenario sees a great deal of societal change, and many of the decarbonisation efforts are 
aided by innovative new revenue streams designed to encourage and reward consumers to adopt new routines. 
For example, Time-of-Use Tariffs (ToUT) which offer cheaper electricity to consumers at off-peak times.  

This scenario world sees a widespread uptake of electric vehicles, especially cars and vans. The decarbonisation 
of larger vehicles is slower, but by the mid 2030’s there is a wide range of zero emission Heavy Duty Vehicles 
available, and a nationwide refuelling network completed by 2045. 

The Government decides that the electrification of heat is the best way to decarbonise the sector. New build homes 
cannot install gas boilers from 2023 onwards, and gas boilers are banned outright by 2035. There is a nationwide 
programme of energy efficiency improvements to all buildings, reducing the amount of electricity needed to heat 
people’s homes. Various subsidies designed to make heat pumps more affordable are put in place and are kept 
in operation until the late 2020’s.  

With both heat and transport becoming electrified, there is a requirement for much more electricity in the grid. This 
increase in demand is met predominantly through solar and wind installations, which become ever more affordable 
as their industries grow. As the amount of renewable generation grows, so does the amount of both grid scale and 
domestic battery storage. 

ST 

CT 
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  Leading the Way 

 
In Leading the Way, the net zero target is reached before 2050 with the highest level of societal change involved. 
By utilising state of the art low-carbon technologies, both hydrogen and electric options, this is the fastest of the 
scenario worlds to achieve net zero.  

All ICE and PHEV vehicle sales are banned from 2030, which boosts the adoption of electric vehicles and 
engagement of vehicle-to-grid for network flexibility. At the same time consumers are more willing to take public 
transport and opt for active transport such as cycling and walking, resulting in a significant reduction in demand 
for passenger cars and a lower growth of van stock relative to other scenarios. For HDVs, both batteries and 
hydrogen fuel cells are developed at scale, and diesel ICE vehicles are completely phased out by the 2040s.  

The decarbonisation of heat is achieved through a hybrid approach, deploying both high numbers of heat pumps 
as well as a gas grid converted to distributing low-carbon hydrogen. This provides a platform for hybrid heat pumps, 
combining electric heat pumps with hydrogen boilers.  

The electricity generation capacity required to support the many electric vehicles and heat pumps deployed in this 
scenario is high and will be met with a more centralised approach than in Consumer Transformation. With large 
solar PV being more popular, there will be a high uptake of co-located battery storage.  Consumers are willing to 
participate in flexibility programmes, with over 40% of those with EV charging at home taking part in some form of 
smart charging.     

 

LW 
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2.2 Building blocks 
The four scenario worlds described above are constructed by combining uptake forecasts for all the individual drivers 
of demand and generation. To capture a broad range of different possible futures for demand and generation across 
UK Power Networks’ region, we produced three to four scenarios for each driver and took a bottom up approach to 
modelling that aims to understand the types of customers across the network and thereby reflect the regional differences 
that may arise as part of the transition to a low-carbon society. The modelled drivers have been categorised to align 
with the Building Blocks agreed between National Grid ESO, UK Power Networks and the other distribution network 
operators (DNO) to standardise the modelling outputs between National Grid’s Future Energy Scenarios (NG FES) and 
the DFES. Table 3 lists the main drivers modelled and the uptake scenarios makin up each of the four scenario worlds.  

Table 3: Drivers of demand and generation and the uptake scenarios that make up each of the four scenario worlds. 

Parameter Steady Progression System 
Transformation 

Consumer 
Transformation Leading the Way 

Net-Zero by 2050? No Yes Yes Yes 

Core Demand     
Energy efficiency Low Medium High High 

Building stock growth Medium Medium Medium Medium 
Low-Carbon 

Transport     

Cars and vans: 
decarbonisation  Low Medium Medium High 

Heavy duty vehicles: 
decarbonisation  Baseline Hydrogen world High electricity Fast rollout 

Decarbonised 
Heating     

Heating technologies Low electrification Medium electrification 
with conversion to H2 High electrification Early high 

electrification 
District heat uptake Low Medium High High 

District heat supply Baseline Decarbonised gas High electrification Decentralised 
Distributed 
Generation     

Small-scale solar PV Low Medium High Medium 

Large-scale solar PV Low Medium Medium High 

Onshore wind Low Medium High High 

Renewable engines Low Medium High High 
Non-renewable CHP / 
Decentralised biomass High Medium Medium low 

Gas engines/  
Energy from waste High Low Low Low 

Battery Storage     
Domestic battery 

storage Low Medium High Medium 

I&C behind-the-meter 
battery storage Low Medium High Medium 

Co-located battery 
storage Low Medium Medium High 

Flexibility     

Flexibility Low Medium High High 
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3 Stakeholder engagement – regional consultation 
During the development of this year’s DFES we consulted a range of local government stakeholders, including councils 
and local authorities from within UK Power Networks’ region, to discuss their plans for decarbonisation. Fourteen 
sessions were held, each to discuss the DFES for a specific region (Figure 3). We discussed the climate ambition of 
each region, their plans for achieving those ambitions and whether they had all the levers to do so. We introduced the 
scenario framework discussed in this report and then asked the question of which scenario they thought was most likely 
to occur in their region. We then went on a deep dive of four main sectors: low-carbon transport, decarbonised heating, 
distributed generation, in particular solar PV, and battery storage.  

Decarbonisation ambition 

The majority of regional authorities consulted 
have declared climate emergencies and put in 
place some targets to reach specific climate 
ambitions. A recurring theme in the districts 
consulted was to focus on decarbonising council 
or district owned estates first, and then to 
incentivise the whole region to follow. In many 
cases, this meant aiming for decarbonisation of 
their own operations by 2030 and net zero in the 
whole region by 2050. While some regions do 
aim for earlier target dates for net zero, they 
acknowledged that getting there will likely also 
require interventions at a national level. The 
regions consulted are working with the levers 
that they have in order to reach their climate 
goals; however, the widespread opinion was that 
they do not have all the levers necessary to 
achieve complete decarbonisation at the 
regional level and many sectors will require top-
down government intervention. 

When asked which scenario world most closely 
resembled the path that each region is currently 
following or aiming for, most answered that the 
solution would likely be a hybrid approach, 
picking different decarbonisation pathways for 
each of the drivers. Some regions mentioned 
that Leading the Way, as a scenario world with a 
variety of different technologies deployed, was 
the most likely path going forward, although the 
speed at which action is taken would be difficult to achieve. Many pointed out that policy is a key driver of which 
technologies are deployed and some argued that the way forward will follow decisions from central government, as that 
will influence the availability of funding for different approaches.  

Low-carbon transport 

There was a general consensus that the light vehicle segment will be dominated by battery electric vehicles in the future. 
We discussed plans for the decarbonisation of taxis as some district councils either control the licencing of taxis or have 
an influence on the actions taken in this regard. In some regions, such as the City of Cambridge, ambitious policies on 
the electrification of taxis are already in place. To accommodate the possible speed of decarbonisation in these areas, 

Figure 3: Map of the regions that each of the stakeholder sessions 
represented 
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we have adjusted our uptake scenario of electric taxis for Leading the Way to match the highest ambition stated. 
Although district councils have little control over the decarbonisation of cars and vans owned by the public, most regions 
believe that a Steady Progression view of the future can be avoided. Many councils plan to incentivise and encourage 
the public by facilitating the roll-out of charging infrastructure. Some urban areas have also implemented low emission 
zones or are considering doing so in future, driven primarily by air quality standards; although, this approach is not 
universally popular. Therefore, most regions expect a Consumer Transformation/System Transformation view for the 
car and van vehicle segments. Some regions (for example Essex and London) have put in place ambitions for reduced 
passenger car travel, shifting to more active modes of transport as well as public transport, similar to the narrative 
presented in Leading the Way.  

More variation was seen in the discussion of buses and other heavy-duty vehicles. While some areas, such as London, 
aim to rely on battery electric buses in the future, others place more confidence in hydrogen fuel cell vehicles. Stronger 
reliance on hydrogen fuel cell vehicles was often expected in rural areas where the buses will travel longer distances 
with less access to recharging infrastructure or in regions that expect high levels of green hydrogen production in the 
future, such as Kent. Many of the regions interested in deploying hydrogen in the transport sector do not disregard 
battery electric heavy-duty vehicles, however, and expect that the solution may contain a mixture of both technologies, 
depending on suitability. This closely aligns to the narrative and uptake scenarios for both System Transformation and 
Leading the Way. Other regions aim to focus on introducing electric vehicles wherever they can and only deploy 
hydrogen in the most difficult to decarbonise cases, which matches the narrative of Consumer Transformation. 

Decarbonised heating 

Stakeholders generally agreed that decarbonising heating is one of the biggest challenges to reaching net zero. They 
argued that consumer-led changes in heating technologies are difficult to foresee while the economics of gas boilers 
remain better than for heat pumps. Some district councils have struggled to make the business case for heat pumps for 
their own properties stack up and emphasise that this is an area that will need top-down government intervention, such 
as the Future Homes Standard. Stakeholders agreed with our modelling assumption that new builds will likely be 
impacted by policy first. When asked which heating technology they believed new builds will adopt if a policy banning 
fossil fuel heating is put in place, many mentioned heat pumps as the predominant technology. However, others believed 
that as energy efficiency standards in new homes increase and thermal demand drops, some developers will install 
electric resistive heating as it is cheaper than a heat pump. While the output of our modelling suggests that the majority 
of new builds will run on heat pumps, we do also consider electric resistive heating in new builds and see some uptake 
in both domestic buildings as well as industrial and commercial buildings, particularly in Steady Progression where the 
overall heat pump deployment is low. 

When it comes to the decarbonisation of the existing building stock, the stakeholders were not as confident. We 
presented to stakeholders our modelling assumptions that off-gas properties would follow the new builds, predominantly 
converting to heat pumps, with some properties on biomass. Stakeholders generally felt that these assumptions were 
reasonable, and some have already constructed plans to tackle off-gas properties first, before a decision on the on-gas 
properties is made. We then presented different options for on-gas properties depending on scenario, the main question 
being whether the stakeholders expected a mass rollout of heat pumps, consistent with Consumer Transformation, or 
a conversion of the gas grid to distribute low-carbon hydrogen, as we model in System Transformation. Several barriers 
to the mass rollout of heat pumps were mentioned – lack of long-term funding, grid capacity issues, and level of energy 
efficiency measures needed beforehand were among the most common ones. In urban areas, space constraints were 
identified as an issue, both lack of space for the heat pumps themselves as well as difficulties to implement energy 
efficiency measures such as wall insulation. In rural areas, energy efficiency requirements were highlighted as a 
potential barrier for heat pumps, as large, poorly insulated properties would often require substantial measures to be 
suitable for a heat pump. Customer perception was also noted to be an important factor and that if consumers prefer 
gas boilers over heat pumps, mass rollout will prove difficult. Additionally, few regions were ready to commit to hydrogen 
for heating as the technology is still in its infancy. Lack of trial data to gain confidence and understanding of the 
technology as well as safety concerns were among the barriers mentioned for the rollout of hydrogen boilers.  

A recurring theme throughout the discussion was that these changes would have to follow central government decisions 
and building regulations. Some regions noted that the pace of development of centralised standards could prove to be 
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a barrier for local authorities that would like to move more quickly (for example Brighton), and others expressed a 
reluctance to put in place local policy that might end up being contested (such as Surrey). 

It is clear that decarbonised heating is an area where there is still much uncertainty. The regions we consulted have not 
yet settled on a technology pathway and are looking at a range of possible future heating technologies. Some regions 
plan to start with the rollout of energy efficiency measures to reduce energy consumption for heating as well as prepare 
the building stock for a transition to heat pumps, should that path be decided. Some regions, such as Suffolk and 
Cambridge, are looking at measures such as the Green Homes Grant to help facilitate this transition.  

We also discussed the possibilities for district heat networks with the stakeholders and found that in general, they agreed 
with our assumptions that heat networks will mainly be deployed in areas of high heat demand density or in concentrated 
new build development sites. While many regions are looking into options for district heating, stakeholders identified a 
number of challenges to district heating deployment. Customer perception was again identified as an important factor, 
particularly concerning reluctance of individuals to becoming locked-in to a single heat source and supplier. Building 
retrofits and infrastructure required was another main challenge mentioned. Some urban areas, particularly London, did 
expect a considerable growth in district heat networks over the coming years, particularly in new builds, consistent with 
our modelling of the Consumer Transformation and Leading the Way scenario worlds. There was some interest in district 
heat networks for off-gas villages, but the practicality of such networks was debated across different regions. 

Distributed generation 

There was a general agreement that solar PV is a key technology and, in most regions, considered likely to be the 
predominant distributed generation technology going forward. However, it depended on the region whether the focus 
was on smaller roof-top installations or larger ground-mounted solar farms. Stakeholders from urban areas highlighted 
that they have little free space available and are therefore less suited for large scale projects and primarily expected 
growth in small-scale roof-top installations. We demonstrated to stakeholders that our modelling considered suitability 
for large scale-generation and that in urban areas, we focussed on roof-top installations. Some stakeholders expected 
growth in general to be more in large-scale solar installations and argued that better incentives were needed to drive 
the uptake of domestic solar PV installations. This view aligns with that of Leading the Way, where generation is met 
with a more centralised approach and we expect more large-scale projects. While stakeholders generally agreed that 
balancing own energy consumption is the main driver for domestic solar PV at the moment, rather than incentives such 
as the Smart Export Guarantee, not all of them view that as a barrier for uptake. Councils participating in Solar Together, 
a collective purchasing scheme for domestic solar PV and battery storage, see that as a potential driver as well. Kent, 
Suffolk and Sussex have already seen a high number of applications through Solar Together this year. Stakeholders 
from Cambridgeshire had some experience with the scheme as they ran it last year, which prompted 1500 registrations 
and resulted in a few hundred actual installations. In other areas, stakeholders expected rapid growth in both small-
scale and large-scale installations. Many of the regional councils consulted have plans in place to deploy solar PV on 
their own estates, such as on top of council housing or school buildings, on old landfill sites, in county farm estates or 
at park and rides. Some councils have also used or are working on power purchase agreements (PPA) for either roof-
top or ground mounted solar.  

Battery storage 

Most stakeholders highlighted that battery storage deployment is still at early stages and many have not considered the 
technology in detail. The business cases being considered include batteries co-located with large-scale solar PV, 
standalone grid-connected batteries and batteries at electric vehicle charging hubs/depots or park and rides, possibly 
co-located with solar PV canopy installations. Stakeholders expect little growth in domestic batteries in the near term 
and agreed that the business case for I&C behind-the-meter batteries is challenging at the moment. Others found 
challenges to the business case for both behind-the-meter and large-scale batteries and some are simply waiting on 
better options to come to the market to get the business case to stack up. 

Summary 

Our extensive programme of regional stakeholder engagement captured a broad range of views that generally provided 
support for our modelling assumptions within the DFES. Feedback included examples of actual programmes that 
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regional authorities are working on to help facilitate the transition to net zero, that will be key to delivering the scenarios 
in reality. Where opinions most notably differed was on the most likely overall decarbonisation pathway that their regions 
might follow, some regions saw a strong role for low-carbon hydrogen, whereas some saw electrification as the more 
likely option.  These differing views were also found at a sector level e.g. electric versus hydrogen transport. Although 
stakeholder views on the most likely pathway varied, all acknowledged the high degree of uncertainty that exists and 
many highlighted that a hybrid pathway was, in fact, the most likely. While regions varied in the level of development 
and extent of their decarbonisation plans, many have aspirations to deliver action plans in the near term. Element Energy 
is working with UK Power Networks to plan for how those decarbonisation plans are reflected in future iterations of the 
DFES as once adopted they could drive rapid deployment of low-carbon technologies in specific regions, particularly if 
supported by national policy. 

Additionally, many stakeholders expressed a clear desire to work more closely with UK Power Networks going forward. 
These stakeholders want to continue to share their action plans as they are updated to make sure UK Power Networks, 
as a DNO, is aware of upcoming transitions, especially if an electrification route is selected. Among the barriers to 
decarbonisation via electrification mentioned throughout the stakeholder sessions were network charges and difficulty 
of connecting to the electricity distribution grid. Therefore, both stakeholders and UK Power Networks expressed an 
interest in continued collaboration to ensure that the necessary infrastructure will be in place to support the 
decarbonisation ambition. Some regions are also interested in using the outputs of the DFES to help inform their climate 
action plans and others, that have done their own modelling, are interested in seeing how they compare to the DFES. 
In general, stakeholders expressed interest in continued collaboration and establishing communication channels to 
share information in both directions, with a common goal to facilitate the transition to net zero. 
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4 Scenario development 

4.1 Core demand 
The majority of current electricity demand in UK Power Networks’ region can be attributed to the demand from either 
domestic or industrial and commercial (I&C) customers.  For the purposes of this report, we define the ‘core demand’ 
from these sectors as the electricity demand related to all existing appliances and cooling.  Electric heating, including 
the demand associated with low-carbon heating technologies such as heat pumps, is excluded from core demand and 
discussed separately in this report (see Section 4.3). Future core demand for these two sectors is primarily controlled 
by two key variables: 

1. The total number of customers connected to the network – assumed to be controlled by the size of the building 
stock (building and demolition); and 

2. The energy intensity of the customers within those properties (energy efficiency and appliance uptake).  

In this section we outline the modelling for each of the aspects of core demand outlined above, how they may change 
in future and how our scenarios have changed since the publication of the March 2020 DFES. One key difference from 
the March 2020 DFES is the new scenario framework. Table 4 shows how the uptake scenarios that we have generated 
for the drivers of core demand maps to the new scenario world framework. 

Table 4: Scenario world mapping for main drivers of core electricity demand 

Parameter Steady Progression System 
Transformation 

Consumer 
Transformation Leading the Way 

Building stock growth 
(domestic and I&C) Medium Medium Medium Medium 

Electrical energy 
efficiency Low Medium High High 

Air conditioning High Medium Medium Low 

4.1.1 Building stock 
We modelled the number of domestic properties and I&C premises connected to the distribution network as the net 
result of two competing factors – demolition of the existing stock and the rate of new build completions in each sector.  

 

Domestic building stock 

Within the domestic sector there has been a recent trend of strong growth in the housing stock; however, the nature 
and location of these new builds is not uniform throughout the regions served by UK Power Networks. We used 
household growth projections for each local authority (LA) from the Office for National Statistics (ONS)5 to define the 
medium stock growth scenarios for the domestic building stock. Refer to Appendix A for more information on the 
modelling. 

We used the low and high population growth projections from ONS to produce scaling factors relative to their central 
projection to produce low and high household stock growth projections for each local authority. As a result, we now 
obtain three projections for the number of new build dwellings present in each local authority for each future year out to 

                                                      

5 Office for National Statistic, (ONS), Household projections for England: 2018-based, May 2019  
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2050 (Figure 4). We model a range from 8.5 million to 10 million domestic households in UK Power Networks’ region in 
2050, compared to the current stock of 7.9 million. In our scenario framework, we choose the medium growth rate, the 
scenario that best aligns with historic trends, and assume an 18% growth in domestic households by 2050, or a total 
9.3 million households in 2050. While the scenario worlds represent a different view of future deployment of various 
technologies, in line with their different speed of decarbonisation and level of societal change, they do not vary in 
assumptions on population and household growth.  

 

 

UK Power Networks serves a region that includes areas that are expected to see significant growth in the number of 
domestic homes over the next 30 years. The local authority specific housing forecasts that we use to model domestic 
connections reflect the fact that certain areas are expected to see much more significant growth in the housing stock. 
This growth, however, is not expected to be uniformly distributed within those local authorities. A significant fraction of 
this growth is likely to occur in new housing development growth sites, with the remainder likely to be more evenly 
distributed. To identify where these concentrated new build developments are expected, we used UK Power Networks’ 
analysis of local authority growth plans where available. These plans identify specific areas where local authorities are 
planning for significant residential developments within their region, as well as an expected number of new homes in 
those areas. We mapped the areas identified to their corresponding Lower Layer Super Output Areas (LSOAs) and, 
based upon the projected size of the development, allocated the corresponding fraction of new builds from the local 
authority totals to those areas. The remaining projected new build properties from the local authority level projection 
were then allocated across the remaining LSOAs within the local authority. By combining these LSOA level projections 
for new build homes with the existing building stock adjusted for expected demolition we were able to produce scenarios 
for total domestic property numbers broken down by LSOA out to 2050.    

Industrial and Commercial Building Stock 

For the I&C sector, we consider floorspace as the starting point rather than customer connections, as floorspace is a 
key metric for determining energy consumption. The total I&C floorspace across UK Power Networks’ region has 
exhibited only very mild growth in recent years. In order to project future growth, we have determined the historic 

Figure 4: Domestic household growth scenarios for UK Power Networks' region. 
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relationship between floorspace and Gross Value Added (GVA) at LA resolution (Figure 45 in Appendix A) and then 
used ONS and Office for Budgetary Responsibility (OBR) sources to generate local authority GVA projections that can 
be converted to local authority floorspace projections on the basis of the historic floorspace to GVA relationship. 

We used GDP projections to generate the GVA projections by LA. Due to Covid-19, a significant drop in the national 
GDP is expected this year 6, followed by a ‘bounce-back’ or high GDP growth in the following year/years, eventually 
recovering to pre-Covid-19 levels. 7 At the time of modelling the extent of these expected fluctuations is highly uncertain, 
but the lockdown in response to the pandemic could have a long-lasting impact on the economy. We analysed the 
relationship between floorspace and GDP in time of economic crisis by looking at historic data for the 2008 financial 
crash and found that I&C floorspace does not directly follow GDP fluctuations. While we might not expect floorspace to 
decrease if GDP drops, or at least for any change in floorspace to lag behind changes in GDP, it is reasonable to expect 
some delay in I&C growth. Therefore, we modify the GDP projections from OBR by lowering the GDP growth in the next 
few years to account for the impact of the virus. 

Additionally, we enhanced our modelling approach by refining floorspace growth rates in regions of high economic 
growth but where there is limited space available for expansion (other than upwards growth), such as central London. 
We used local authority-specific historic floorspace data to inform realistic constraints on future floorspace growth in 
these regions.  

Summing the floorspace projections for all local authorities in UK Power Networks’ region results in the I&C floorspace 
trends in Figure 5. The total UK Power Networks I&C floorspace increases to between 103% and 121% of 2019 values 
by 2050 across the three scenarios. This is slightly lower than our projections of between 107% and 124% in the March 
2020 DFES, which is a result of the modelling of Covid-19 impacts on near term growth rates on the overall floorspace 
growth in the long term. While we model three scenarios to represent a range of possible futures, only the medium 
projection is used in our scenario framework. 

 

                                                      

6 OBR estimates. Available from: https://obr.uk/coronavirus-analysis/  
7 Resolution Foundation, Doing more of what it takes, April 2020. Available from: https://www.resolutionfoundation.org/app/uploads/2020/04/Doing-more-of-what-it-
takes.pdf  

Figure 5: Total Industrial & Commercial (I&C) floorspace growth in UK Power Networks’ region relative to 2019 
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The floorspace projections in Figure 5 were further broken down into premises type-specific projections. This distinction 
is important because within UK Power Networks’ region there have been notably different historic trends in floorspace 
for different premises types; for example, there has been a steady increase in retail and office space at the expense of 
industrial premises. Furthermore, these different business types have notably different energy consumptions per area 
of floorspace. It has been essential therefore to establish floorspace projections for each premises type to enable 
accurate electricity load forecasting. We derived regionally specific trends by premises type and applied these 
relationships to the local authority-specific total I&C floorspace projections. 

We then mapped these growth trends to high geospatial resolution using a detailed understanding of the existing 
customer split, established from high resolution proprietary business data purchased from Experian. This data allowed 
us to map the UK Power Networks non-domestic customer counts to specific business archetypes at LSOA resolution. 
The growth trend for each business type determined at LA level was then applied to produce archetype-specific growth 
projections at LSOA resolution. 

 

4.1.2 Electrical energy efficiency 
Domestic appliances 

Based on work initially done for the Low Carbon London project 8, we modelled energy efficiency scenarios for major 
domestic appliances. We categorised household appliances into “wet”, “cold”, and “other” and created three scenarios 
of efficiency gain that all meet the EU minimum energy performance standards 9. For Leading the Way, we model a high 
degree of efficiency gain, equivalent to a complete stock turnover to the best available technology, that is appliances 
with the highest energy efficiency rating available, for example A+++ for washing machines. On the other hand, we 
model low efficiency gains in Steady Progression, with a stock in 2050 that is predominantly made up of the two lowest 
energy efficiency ratings (A+ and A++ for washing machines). We expect the highest efficiency gains in the Cold 
appliances, followed by Wet, and minimal gains in Other. Coupled with this, we also modelled the uptake of specific 
household appliances from the growing trends in both population and percent appliance ownership across the 
population. Table 5 summarises the types of appliances modelled and the projected range of efficiency gains by 2050 
from Steady Progression to Leading the Way. Figure 6 and Figure 7 depict the projected overall relative demand for 
two example appliances (fridge/freezers and washing machines respectively) when both the increase in ownership and 
efficiency gains are accounted for. It is important to note that in most cases the net demand by 2050 increases; however, 
depending on the scenario, the near-term demand may decrease due to early gains in efficiency. 

Table 5: Summary of domestic appliance type and efficiency gains by 2050, relative to 2019. 

                                                      

8 Low carbon London, UK Power Networks Innovation project, 2010-2014. 
9 We assume that Brexit will not impact the appliance supply chain in such a way that these minimum efficiency standards will not be met. 

Appliance type Examples of appliances modelled Modelled efficiency gain by 2050,  
relative to 2019 

Cold Refrigerator, freezer 13% - 25% 

Wet Dishwasher, washing machine, tumble dryer 11% - 13% 

Other Television 0% - 3% 
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I&C baseload 

We estimated the technical potential for non-thermal electrical energy efficiency in the I&C sector from BEIS’s Building 
Energy Efficiency Survey (BEES) 10. We considered electrical efficiency measures for demand drivers such as air 
conditioning and cooling, lighting, and ventilation. After breaking down the available energy efficiency measures by cost-
effectiveness and acceptable payback periods, we then attributed them to different energy efficiency packages 
accordingly. 

We developed three energy efficiency scenarios based on cost-effectiveness and payback periods of measures applied, 

measured in £/tCO2 abated and years, respectively. The cost-effectiveness and payback period bands selected, and 
description of the scenarios are shown in Table 3, and the resulting deployment scenarios for the “Offices” sector is 
shown in Figure 8 as an example. 

Table 6: Electrical efficiency scenario definitions based on cost-effectiveness and acceptable payback period. 

Scenario Scenario world Cost effectiveness 
range (£/tCO2 abated) 

Payback 
period 
(years) 

Description 

Low Steady Progression <0 0 – 3 
Low cost and short payback 
period energy efficiency 
measures only applied 

Medium System Transformation 0 – 150 0 – 5 
Low and Medium cost and 
typical payback period energy 
efficiency measures applied 

High Consumer Transformation 
/Leading the Way 0 – 150 0 – 5 

Low and Medium cost and 
typical payback period energy 
efficiency measures applied 
with faster deployment than the 
medium scenario 

                                                      

10 The Building Energy Efficiency Survey (BEES) reports on the non-domestic building stock in England and Wales in 2014–15 

Figure 7: Relative energy demand for all washing machines in 
UK Power Networks’ region, accounting for increasing 

ownership and efficiency gains. 

Figure 6: Relative energy demand for all fridge/freezers in UK 
Power Networks' region, accounting for increasing ownership 

and efficiency gains. 
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Air-conditioning 

Due to climate change, hot summers are expected to become more common in the UK.11 If coupled to increases in 
economic wealth, there is the potential for these hotter summers to drive the uptake of air conditioning (AC) units in both 
the domestic and I&C building stock. We modelled the uptake of air conditioning units in the domestic and I&C sectors 
separately.  

The AC uptake forecasting methodology we used is consistent with that published in the March 2020 DFES and is based 
on work by the Tyndall Centre for Climate Change Research at the University of Manchester 12.  

 

Domestic sector 

Domestic air conditioning in England is relatively uncommon and there is limited data available to describe the current 
number of AC units, or their geographical distribution. We developed three uptake scenarios in the March 2020 DFES 
based on analysis of a number of different sources, including historic uptake trends from countries that have already 
seen a higher uptake of domestic AC units. 13 In the absence of any changes in the availability of data for the current 
deployment of AC or to the drivers for uptake, the scenarios remain consistent with those developed in the previous 
DFES; however, these scenarios have now been mapped onto the new scenario worlds. 

These scenarios for domestic AC uptake were defined as follows: 

- Low: Growth according to extrapolated historical growth observed in the UK 14. 

- Medium: Deployment defined according to the historical trend observed in Australia15. 

                                                      

11 ‘UK Climate Projections: Headline Findings’, Met Office, 2019 
12 ‘Air conditioning demand assessment’, A. McLachlan, S. Glynn, F. Hill, R. Edwards, J. Kuriakose and R. Wood, 2016. 
13 For more detail on the methodology, refer to: UK Power Networks and Element Energy, Distribution Future Energy Scenarios: Network-Level Outlook. Available from: 
https://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/UKPN_Distribution_Future_Energy_Scenarios_10_March_2020.pdf 
14 Euromonitor International 2016, Consumer Appliances in the United Kingdom. 
15 Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2014, Energy Use and Conservation. 

Figure 8: Electrical energy efficiency rollout scenarios in the "Offices" sector. 
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- High: Deployment defined by observed growth in the US16, with the addition of heatwave effects (increased 
uptake during rare weather events) 17. 

Figure 9 shows the resulting uptake scenarios and how they fit into our scenario framework. In Leading the Way, the 
public is very aware of the importance of mitigating climate change and are willing to change their behaviour in order 
to reach net zero earlier. This includes limiting their energy use and avoid investing in unnecessary energy-intensive 
gadgets, resulting in a low uptake of AC units. This is not the case in Steady Progression where society is not as 
engaged in tackling climate change and a greater frequency of extreme weather events like heat waves cause an 
increase in the uptake of AC units.  

 

Figure 9: Air conditioning uptake in the domestic building stock within UK Power Networks' region. 

 

 

I&C sector  

The modelling of the industrial and commercial (I&C) sector AC demand is based on a set of archetypes, which already 
considers a certain amount of cooling. By default, certain building types (e.g. offices, retail) already cool certain fractions 
of their floorspace. As such, this existing cooling demand is part of the core electricity demand of the I&C sector. The 
scenario approach developed in the March 2020 DFES therefore reflects the assumption that current I&C floorspace is 
equipped with AC to a certain degree. As the I&C sector grows (more floorspace), there will be growth in this traditional 
cooling requirement. Our AC scenarios reflect that there will be a certain amount of additional I&C AC uptake, as warmer 
temperatures will mean that a higher fraction of the floorspace needs to be cooled. As such, the AC forecast represents 
“additional air-conditioning” for the I&C sector. Similarly to the domestic AC uptake, we assume that the scenario 
definitions hold as we identified no strong grounds for changing our assumptions.  

The scenarios for additional I&C AC uptake were defined as follows: 

- Low: Extrapolates trend forecast by Carbon Trust18; 

- Medium: As for low, but with effect of increased purchase decisions during heatwaves included; and  

- High: Aggressive growth scenario where penetration of air conditioning reaches 80% by 2050. The vast 
majority of suitable I&C floor space will be cooled. 

The resultant uptake scenarios and how they map to scenarios in our scenario framework are displayed in Figure 10.  

                                                      

16 U.S. Department of Energy, Energy Information Administration, 2001 Residential Energy Consumption Survey. 
17 ‘Economics of Climate Resilience Buildings and Infrastructure Theme: Overheating in Residential Housing – Annexes’, A. Day, Frontier Economics, 2013. 
18 ‘Air Conditioning, Maximising comfort, minimising energy consumption’, The Carbon Trust, 2012. 
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The AC uptake scenarios were then disaggregated to LSOA resolution. In this disaggregation process, we account for 
the fact that specific types of heat pumps are reversible and able to cool as well as heat. Therefore, we expect that 
some of the air conditioning demand modelled above, will be met by the installation of heat pumps. The final step in the 
AC modelling and disaggregation was to consider the uptake of heat pumps in each scenario world (described in 
Chapter 4.3) and subtract the number of heating systems that are able to cool as well as heat from the projections 
above. The remaining fraction is then the number of pure air conditioning units that would need to meet the overall 
fraction of properties with some form of cooling technology depicted in Figure 9 and Figure 10. This total of solely air 
conditioning units is then distributed to suitable properties that do not already have a heat pump installed at LSOA 
resolution. 
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Figure 10: Air conditioning uptake in the I&C sector broken down by floorspace 
within UK Power Networks’ region. 
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4.2 Low-carbon transport 
We created uptake scenarios for low emission vehicles across a 
range of transport segments: cars, vans, taxis and private hire 
vehicles (PHVs), heavy goods vehicles (HGV), buses, coaches, 
and motorcycles. These scenarios are then mapped to the 
scenario framework outlined in Table 7. Figure 11 shows the 
number of vehicles registered in UK Power Networks’ licence 
areas.19 Whilst cars and vans dominate the vehicle make up, 
some of the other vehicle segments have higher mileage or 
higher energy demands; therefore, we expect that the 
electrification of many of these vehicle segments could have a 
significant impact on the distribution network. 

To accurately model the number of electric vehicles in UK Power 
Networks’ region in future, we determined the following: 

1. Baseline: The total number of vehicles, number of 
electric vehicles (EVs), and their location. 

2. Uptake modelling: Scenarios for the rate of uptake of 
low emission vehicles. 

3. Regional disaggregation: How the future low emission vehicles are distributed across the region. 

In the sections that follow, we outline how we followed this process for each of the different segments, with a particular 
focus on cars and vans given the significance of these two segments in terms of total vehicles.  

Table 7: Scenario world mapping for transport modelling. 

Parameter Steady Progression System 
Transformation 

Consumer 
Transformation Leading the Way 

Cars and vans: 
decarbonisation Low Medium Medium High 

Cars and vans: 
vehicle stock  Base Base Base Reduced demand 

Taxis and private hire 
vehicles: electrification Medium * Medium* Medium* High* 

Private hire vehicles: 
vehicle stock Slow growth Slow growth Slow growth Fast growth 

Motorcycles: 
decarbonisation Low ambition High ambition High ambition Max ambition 

Heavy duty vehicles: 
decarbonisation Baseline* Hydrogen world High electricity Fast rollout 

Buses: 
Vehicle stock Base Base Base Modal shift* 

*subject to regional variations. 

                                                      

19 DfT/DVLA provided a data excerpt, with postcode sector resolution of vehicles at the end of Q4 2019, which the car and van figure has been derived from.  
The number of taxi/PHV and motorcycles has been defined with the help of public DfT/DVLA data at local authority level, licence count from the end of 2019. We 
consider the estimated fraction of each local authority that is served by UK Power Networks to derive number of vehicles. Motorcycle data is extracted from the 
DfT/DVLA table VEH0105, available from https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/vehicles-statistics. Taxi/PHV counts originate from the DfT/DVLA table TAXI0104, 
available from https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/taxi-statistics and from TfL post code sector data, available from https://tfl.gov.uk/info-for/taxis-and-private-
hire/licensing/licensing-information. 
In order to establish the number of HGV and buses, we analysed publicly accessible information on vehicle licence holders. We processed and cross-checked against 
public DfT/DVLA and TfL data. These vehicle counts have been captured at the end of 2019. 

Figure 11: Overview of the transport segments. Number of 
vehicles registered in UK Power Networks' licence areas 

(source: DfT/DVLA).1 

https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/vehicles-statistics
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/taxi-statistics.
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4.2.1 Light vehicles 
Light vehicles include cars, vans, taxis and private hire vehicles (PHVs), and motorcycles. This section places particular 
focus on cars and vans as the electrification of these segments make up the most significant share of the overall 
transport sector.  

Cars and vans 

Baseline: In order to answer the question of how many electric cars and vans there will be in the future and how they 
are distributed across the region, we start by establishing how many total cars and vans, as well as how many electric 
vehicles (EVs) there are today and where they are located. We obtained a data extract from the Driver and Vehicle 
Licensing Agency (DVLA) and the Department for Transport (DfT), with a vehicle count at postcode sector level from 
Q4 2019. To obtain the desired geographic resolution, we used this data to find the vehicle count at Middle Layer Super 
Output Areas (MSOA) level. 

We then carried out data cleaning steps, as this data includes electric vehicles of all vehicle types and can be skewed 
by hotspots of company car registrations. The first data cleaning step was to remove other vehicle types from the DfT 
data, such as taxis and private hire vehicles (PHVs), by using our baseline for each of the other vehicle segments (taxis 
and PHVs, motorcycles and heavy duty vehicles) as outlined in the corresponding sections below. Subsequently, 
hotspots of company cars were identified and then redistributed. There are several instances of high electric vehicle 
registrations in specific MSOAs that we believe are driven by registrations at individual addresses e.g. a large company 
headquarters. However, we expect that the cars are only registered there, and used elsewhere. These artificial 
concentrations could be due to large company headquarters, rental or leasing companies or vehicle dealerships. Such 
hotspots were identified in a bespoke analysis that considered the ratio between company and private cars within an 
MSOA (MSOAs with a ratio of company / private cars larger than 20% were filtered and re-distributed). 20  

The output of this analysis is the current number of cars and vans, and number of plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEV) 
and battery electric vehicles (BEV) in each MSOA within UK Power Networks’ licence areas.  

Uptake modelling: We use the Element Energy Car Consumer (ECCo) model21 to model the number of battery electric 
vehicles (BEVs), plug in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs) and hydrogen fuel cell electric vehicles (H2 FCEV) for each 
future year. The ECCo model takes in scenarios for a full suite of parameters that influence the decisions made by 
vehicle purchasers such as vehicle costs, fuel costs, government subsidy, model availability and more. It then 
determines the decisions made by bespoke consumer groups when choosing between the different types of vehicles 
available. Low emission vehicle uptake is calculated at national level, i.e. for Great Britain (GB), as the correlation 
between consumer segments and geographical characteristics is not strong enough to support regional uptake 
modelling For this reason, future low emission vehicle uptake scenarios are developed at GB level, and then 
disaggregated to MSOA and LSOA level, as explained below. 

                                                      

20 The Department for Transport provided car and van registration data, resolved to MSOA level, addressing four historic years (2014 - 2017). We analysed this dataset 
in great detail during the Recharge the Future project: UK Power Networks and Element Energy, (2018), NIA project, Recharge the Future. Information available from 
https://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/projects/recharge-the-future  and https://www.smarternetworks.org/project/nia_ukpn0028. 
For more information on our data cleaning process, see UK Power Networks and Element Energy, (March 2020), Distribution Future energy Scenarios: Network-level 
outlook. Available from https://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/UKPN_Distribution_Future_Energy_Scenarios_10_March_2020.pdf  
21 The Element Energy Car Consumer model was originally commissioned by the Energy Technologies Institute (ETI) in 2010 and has been updated regularly since for 
the Department for Transport. It supports the reviews of the Plug-in Car Grant and Plug-in Van Grant. For more information, refer to http://www.element-
energy.co.uk/sectors/low-carbon-transport/project-case-studies/#project_1  

https://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/projects/recharge-the-future
https://www.smarternetworks.org/project/nia_ukpn0028
https://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/UKPN_Distribution_Future_Energy_Scenarios_10_March_2020.pdf
http://www.element-energy.co.uk/sectors/low-carbon-transport/project-case-studies/#project_1
http://www.element-energy.co.uk/sectors/low-carbon-transport/project-case-studies/#project_1
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The uptake modelling of low emission cars and vans produced three uptake scenarios (low, medium, and high), that 
reflect targets from the Government’s recently announced ten point plan for a green industrial revolution 22  which was 
based upon recommendations of the Committee on Climate Change (CCC)Table 8 gives a high-level overview of the 
main assumptions for each scenario. The low scenario represents a low level of ambition, where current legislation does 
not change and therefore policy does not follow recommendations from the CCC. It should be noted that, for the UK to 
meet its carbon budget targets, the recommended level of EV uptake by the CCC is the phase out of the sale of Internal 
Combustion Engine (ICE), hybrid and Plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs) by 2035 at the latest. The medium 
scenario assumes that the policy announced in the Government’s recent ten point plan is passed into legislation, leading 
to a significant growth in EV numbers, and in the high scenario, the ban of PHEVs is brought forward by a further five 
years to coincide with the phase out of ICEs in 2030.  

 

Table 8: Overview of electric car uptake projections (low, medium, high) and the targets that they meet. 

Scenario 
Level of 
decarbonisation 
ambition 

End of ICE 
and hybrid 

sales 

End of 
PHEV sales 

EV proportion 
of car sales in 

2030 

Stock 
projection Scenario world 

Low Consistent with 
current legislation 2040 none 52% DfT Base Steady 

Progression 

Medium 
Consistent with 
current government 
policy ambition 

2030 2035 100% DfT Base 

System 
Transformation 

/ Consumer 
Transformation 

High 
Consistent with the 
CCC’s more ambitious 
recommendation 

2030 2030 98% Demand 
Reduction 

Leading the 
Way 

 

Three scenarios outlined in Table 8 achieve 52, 100 and 98% EV (BEV and PHEV) car sales by 2030, corresponding 
to 39, 87 and 98% BEV car sales, see Figure 12 for the modelled annual BEV car sales. It should be noted that in the 
high scenario, the remaining 2% of sales in 2030 are H2 FCEVs.  

                                                      

22 UK Government, The ten point plan for a green industrial revolution, November 2020, available from: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-ten-point-plan-
for-a-green-industrial-revolution  

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-ten-point-plan-for-a-green-industrial-revolution
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-ten-point-plan-for-a-green-industrial-revolution
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Figure 12: Battery electric car sales as a proportion of total car sales to 2050. Modelled using the ECCo model at GB level. 

 

In addition to varying rates of low emission vehicle uptake, the scenarios represent different assumptions for the total 
car and van stock. In Steady Progression, System Transformation and Consumer Transformation, we considered a 
steady growth of the overall car stock until 2040 (~1% per year), representing national DfT stock projections. 23 To 
represent a higher level of societal change, we assume a demand reduction in car and van stock in Leading the Way. 
This scenario was developed to represent the demand reduction in passenger car travel needed to meet certain 
emissions reduction targets and we considered a 35% decrease in the overall car stock by 2050. While we expect car 
users to move to other modes of transport in this scenario, we do not model a decrease in the overall van stock as vans 
have different travel patterns than cars, relying on delivering goods and services rather than transporting passengers, 
and we assume that demand for such trips will not decrease in the future, especially considering recent growth in online 
deliveries. 

Figure 13 shows the resulting breakdown of the car and van stock by powertrain up to 2050. The uptake of low emissions 
vehicles in the ECCo scenarios is gradual. The low scenario does not reach 100% decarbonisation of car stock at GB 
level by 2050, this is because the ECCo stock uptake modelling accounts for the scrappage rate for cars: 12 years after 
introduction to the stock, 50% of a cohort is still on the road and it takes over 20 years to completely clear a given cohort. 
This relatively slow turnover rate, reflective of the real world, is why high sales of low emissions vehicles must be 
achieved in the 2020s if the 2050 target of net zero is to be met without a scrappage scheme. The medium and high 
scenarios phase out both ICE vehicles and PHEVs (<1% remaining) by 2050. The early phase out date of PHEVs in the 
high scenario results in a low uptake of PHEVs and by 2033 BEVs form the majority of the car stock.  The hydrogen fuel 
cell vehicle uptake that we see in the car and van segment will be predominantly in vehicles that are less suitable for 
electrification, such as those that frequently travel long distances or carry a heavy load. Based on the different travel 
patterns between cars and vans, i.e. vans are more likely carry heavy loads and travel longer distances, we see a higher 
uptake of H2 FCEVs in vans than cars. 

                                                      

23 DfT, Road Traffic Forecasts 2018, July 2018, available from 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/834773/road-traffic-forecasts-2018.pdf  
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Figure 13: Breakdown of the vehicle stock in GB by powertrain 2019-2050, cars (above) and vans (below). Modelled using 
the ECCo model. 

 

At present, our scenarios do not explicitly model the uptake of autonomous vehicles. The decision not to model 
autonomous vehicles has been taken because the potential future ownership models, and therefore, electricity demand 
of these vehicles is very uncertain. It is expected that private autonomous cars will lead to a significant increase in car 
kilometres driven and therefore energy demand. This future is not in keeping with the UK meeting its 2050 net-zero 
target, it is therefore possible that policy makers will act to limit the growing demand for autonomous car travel by 
encouraging consumers away from private car ownership towards shared fleets, which can be designed into a transport 
system alongside public and active travel, to limit car dependency and the tendency towards increased car travel driven 
by car automation. With the total car kilometres driven significantly different between these two future autonomous car 
ownership futures, it is not possible to portray their expected impact on electricity demand but it should be noted that 
private autonomous vehicles are likely to represent a significant additional burden to the energy system that must be 
managed by policy in order for the UK to meet its climate commitments. 
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Geospatial disaggregation: From the baseline data outlined above, we determined 
how many BEVs and PHEVs (cars and vans) are currently registered in each MSOA 
within UK Power Networks’ region. To create scenarios for local EV deployment in future 
years, we followed the process outlined in Figure 14. Historically, MSOAs within UK 
Power Networks’ region have seen different levels of EV uptake, with some being ahead 
of the national average and others lagging behind. EV registration data provided by DfT 
was used to derive the current fraction of GB’s PHEVs and BEVs that are registered in 
each MSOA. In the near term, the national level uptake forecast was broken down to UK 
Power Networks’ MSOAs, by preserving the current share of the national EV stock. This 
share then tends to the distribution of all cars as high uptake levels are reached, see 
Appendix C for more detail on the methodology. 

To date, the deployment of EVs is low, and the technology has not reached the ‘mass 
market’. Therefore, we consider the current EV owners to be ‘early adopters’. We 
assume that regions that already have a relatively high uptake of EVs must therefore 
have a high share of early adopters, and thus we distribute new EVs to MSOAs based 
on historic EV distribution in the short term. Based on the theory of diffusion of innovation, 
after a technology has reached ~16% in market share, it has reached the mass market.24 
On this basis, we move to distributing new EVs based on the total car stock distribution 
in the long term. With this method, we avoid the issue of ‘saturating’ early adopting areas 
with EVs prematurely while still representing the expected difference in the uptake rate 
of electric vehicles regionally. 

Finally, we distributed the EV stock from MSOA across all contained LSOAs. We allocated EVs to LSOAs by considering 
UK Power Networks customer counts, which describe the number and location of domestic customers, as well as   
availability of on-street parking in each LSOA, which impacts the likelihood of owning a private vehicle.  

Figure 15 shows the electrification of cars in Consumer Transformation and System Transformation at MSOA resolution 
in 2019, 2025 and 2030. In the near term, hotspots form in areas that have a high proportion of early adopters in the 
baseline year (2019) and, as a result, we see high variation in the electrification between MSOAs in 2025, where 
anywhere from 12% to 42% of cars are electric. In 2030, EVs have reached the majority of the car stock in some MSOAs 
but the hotspots are still visible. As the number of EVs grows as a whole, the difference in electrification between regions 
decreases and by 2050, the variation in electrification across MSOAs within UK Power Networks’ region is less than 
3%.  

                                                      

24 Rogers, Everett M. (1962). Diffusion of innovations (1st ed.). New York: Free Press of Glencoe 

Figure 14: Process for 
establishing EV uptake. 

https://books.google.com/books?id=zw0-AAAAIAAJ
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Figure 16 illustrates that based on the modelled scenarios by 2030 there could be between 2.5 million and 4.5 million 
electric vehicles in the UK Power Networks licence areas. Those figures compare to an estimated 78,000 electric 
vehicles in the region at the end of 2019. In 2030, there are fewer cars and vans on the road in Leading the Way than 
the other scenarios, resulting in a lower number of electric vehicles than in System Transformation and Consumer 
Transformation despite higher ambition. In 2050, this trend is even clearer, with only 6 million electric cars and vans in 
Leading the Way compared to 10.5 million in consumer Transformation and system Transformation. It should be noted 
that the number of EVs in Steady Progression includes PHEVs, which still make up a significant proportion of the vehicle 
stock in 2050 (Figure 13).  

Figure 15: Heat maps showing the EV proportion of total car stock in Consumer Transformation and System Transformation in 2019, 
2025 and 2030 
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Figure 16: Number of electric cars and vans in UK Power Networks' region in 2019, 2030 and 2050. 

 

Taxis and private hire vehicles 

Baseline: Different granularity of data is available for the number of taxis and private hire vehicles (PHVs) inside and 
outside the Greater London Authority (GLA). The Department for Transport (DfT) publish the number of taxis and PHV 
by local authority25, whereas the number of taxis and PHVs within the GLA are available at post code sector from 
Transport for London (TfL)26. Using both datasets, we establish the number of taxis and private hire vehicles at LSOA 
resolution 27. To find the proportion of taxis and PHV that are electric, we use the number of electric taxis in London 
published by TfL as well as results from our baseline modelling of cars outlined above. For further information see 
Appendix C. 

                                                      

25 DfT/DVLA table TAXI0104, available from https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/taxi-statistics 
26 TfL licencing information. Post code sector data from February 2020 and Number of electric taxis from June 2020. Available from https://tfl.gov.uk/info-for/taxis-and-
private-hire/licensing/licensing-information  
27 Where the post code sector data was available, it was used to inform the number of taxis PHVs and then we added vehicles to the other areas using the DfT/DVLA 
data. We consider the estimated fraction of each local authority that is served by UK Power networks to derive the number of taxis and PHVs from the DfT/DVLA 
dataset. 
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Uptake modelling: The Black Cab Green28 (BCG) project produced an uptake scenario that reflects the current 
ambitions of Transport for London (TfL) for hackney carriages (taxis) within the GLA to reach 100% electrification by the 
end of 2032. We used this scenario to define electrification rates of taxis within the GLA in Steady Progression, System 
Transformation and Consumer Transformation, adopting the near term uptake to align with current electrification of taxis 
within the GLA (Figure 17). For PHVs within the GLA, we created an electrification trajectory for Steady Progression, 
System Transformation and Consumer Transformation using Element Energy in-house modelling that reflects the 
current TfL licensing rules. Taxis and PHVs outside the GLA follow a delayed electrification trajectory in Steady 
Progression, System Transformation and Consumer Transformation, reaching 100% electrification in 2037 to reflect the 
lag caused by lower levels of ambition and regulation. Based on higher ambition for decarbonising taxis expressed by 
some of the regional stakeholders consulted with, these trajectories are accelerated to reach 100% electrification of 
both taxis and PHV by 2028 in Leading the Way.  ,  

.  

 

To align with the modal shift in Leading the Way, where the number of private cars decreases significantly in the late 
2030s and 2040s, we model a fast growth of private hire vehicles in Leading the Way. We assume a two-fold increase 
in PHV stock up to 2035 and a constant stock thereafter. In Steady Progression, System Transformation and Consumer 
Transformation, we model a 5% increase in the number of PHVs up to 2035 and a constant stock thereafter. We assume 
that the taxi stock is constant from 2019-2050 (See Figure 52 in Appendix C).  

Geospatial disaggregation: The drivers for electrification of taxis and PHVs are different to those for cars and vans, 
particularly in the GLA, as both legislation and market economies are driving them to decarbonise more quickly. This is 
the rationale for modelling the GLA and surrounding region differently. As we do not have higher resolution data for the 
geospatial disaggregation of electric taxis and PHV we assume the same electrification rate across LSOAs with the two 
key areas of distinction – inside and outside of the GLA.  

 

                                                      

28 UK Power Networks, 2018, Black Cab Green project, info and reports available from: http://www.smarternetworks.org/project/nia_ukpn_0026   

Figure 17: Electrification of taxis (left) and private hire vehicles (right). 
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Motorcycles 

Baseline: The number of motorcycles in the UK Power Networks’ region is established from the DfT vehicle licence 
statistics, which report vehicle licences at local authority level. 29 

Uptake modelling: Electrification scenarios for motorcycles were developed by TfL, as reported in the London Climate 
Action Plan30. We made use of the Mayor’s Transport Strategy (MTS) Near Zero scenario to define our High ambition 

scenario and added two additional uptake pathways, one that does not fully decarbonise the motorcycle stock by 2050, 
representing the lower ambition in Steady Progression, and another that reaches 100% electrification by 2047, 
representing a higher level of ambition present in Leading the Way (see Figure 18). 

Figure 18: Uptake of electric motorcycles. 

Geospatial disaggregation: We assume the same electrification rate across local authorities (LAs). The number of 
electric motorcycles is distributed across MSOAs from the LA resolution in proportion to the total car stock. Then, to 
disaggregate further to LSOA level, we use the modelled distribution of car stock as a proxy for the distribution of 
motorcycles. 

 

                                                      

29 Motorcycle data is extracted from the DfT/DVLA table VEH0105, available from https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/vehicles-statistics. We consider the 
estimated fraction of each local authority that is served by UK Power Networks to derive number of motorcycles. 
30 The London's Climate Action Plan Work Package 3: Zero Carbon Energy Systems, for Greater London Authority / C40 Cities, January 2019. 
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4.2.2 Heavy duty vehicles 

Heavy duty vehicles (HDVs) include heavy goods vehicles (HGVs), buses and coaches. We generated 
four scenarios for the uptake of low emission heavy duty vehicles.  

Baseline: In order to establish the number of HGV and buses (and their depot locations), we analysed publicly 
accessible information on vehicle licence holders 31. Every HGV and bus operator must hold a licence for their vehicles 
and therefore must be registered. We took the available registration data, applied in-house data cleaning, and then used 
it to identify the location and size of depots for both HGVs and buses (Figure 19). 

 

 

Uptake modelling: We created three sets of four scenarios for the uptake of low emission heavy duty vehicles using 
Element Energy in-house modelling. One set of scenarios describes the uptake of low emission buses, another low 
emission coaches and the third, low emission heavy goods vehicles. These scenarios were created to fit the narrative 
of the four scenario worlds outlined in this report and all follow the same set of assumptions, outlined in Table 9.  

                                                      

31 Element Energy has developed a “Fleet Finder tool”, which is used to generate this dataset. 

Figure 19: HGV and bus depot locations by size (number of vehicle licences). 2019, analysis by Element Energy. 
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Table 9: Modelling assumptions for the uptake of low emission heavy duty vehicles. 

Scenario Scenario world Assumptions 
Refuelling 

infrastructure 
completed 

Large 
scale 

supply of 
zero 

emission 
HDVs 

available 

Baseline Steady 
Progression 

• Non net-zero 2050 scenario. 

• Of the zero-emission HDVs sold the majority 
are battery electric. 

In the 2050s In the 
2040s 

High 
electricity 

Consumer 
Transformation 

• Battery costs fall, energy densities improve 
and charging rates increase making BE HDVs 
cost effective and suitable for daily operations. 

• Green hydrogen is only deployed for a limited 
number of use cases and does not become a 
viable large-scale transport fuel for HDVs. 

By 2045 In mid 
2030s 

Hydrogen 
world 

System 
Transformation 

• Hydrogen is produced at scale across the UK 
economy and becomes an attractive low-cost 
fuel for HDVs.  

• Global production of fuel cells ramps up, 
bringing costs down quickly. 

• Battery costs continue to fall but there are 
barriers to the effective use of battery HDVs 
including packaging constraints, battery 
lifetime concerns and operator’s 
unwillingness to take long recharging stops. 

By 2045 In mid 
2030s 

Fast 
rollout 

Leading the 
Way 

• Batteries and hydrogen fuel cells are 
developed for HDV applications resulting in 
scale and cost reductions for both 
technologies. 

By 2040 By 2030 
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Figure 20 shows the breakdown of the bus stock by powertrain. The figure illustrates that diesel ICE buses are phased 
out by 2045 in Consumer Transformation and System Transformation and by 2039 in Leading the Way. The earlier 
rollout of low emission buses in Leading the Way results in a higher share of hydrogen fuel cell buses as in this, the 
most ambitious scenario, bus operators are motivated to decarbonise as quickly as possible. This results in a higher 
uptake of hydrogen vehicles as they are currently better suited for the operational requirements of many bus routes, 

with the ability to travel long distances without refuelling. In Leading the Way, electric buses dominate in the very near 
term only for those routes with lower mileage and suitable for regular recharging, such as in more urban areas, whereas 
the remainder of the bus stock then adopts hydrogen fuel cell vehicles. In contrast, in the other scenarios there is more 
time for battery technology to continue to develop and in the long term,  battery electric buses are able to meet the travel 
requirements of more bus routes at lower cost than hydrogen buses. Diesel ICE buses are not phased out in Steady 
Progression by 2050. Due to specific electrification ambitions within the GLA, we do not use a scenario that has 
remaining diesel buses in 2050 and assume the high electrification scenario for Steady Progression within the GLA.  

In line with the change in travel behaviour in Leading the Way, we assume a higher stock growth of buses in Leading 
the Way than the other scenarios. We use the difference between the medium and the high car scenario to first find the 
average number of journeys that are not being taken by car in the demand reduction scenario. These journeys will either 
be skipped or shifted onto walking, cycling and public transport. We then use trip statistics (both national32 and GLA-
specific33) to estimate how many journeys will be shifted onto buses and finally calculate the bus stock growth rate 
required to meet that additional demand. The resulting stock growth can be seen in Figure 21.  

                                                      

32 Department for Transport, National Travel Survey: England 2017, July 2018. Available from: 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/729521/national-travel-survey-2017.pdf and Department for Transport, 
Statistical data set: Mode of travel, August 2020. 
33 Transport for London, Travel in London, report 12, 2019. Available from: http://content.tfl.gov.uk/travel-in-london-report-12.pdf and Transport for London, Roads task 
Force. Thematic Analysis – Technical Note 14, 2012  
 

Figure 20: Breakdown of the bus stock by powertrain 2019-2050. 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/729521/national-travel-survey-2017.pdf
http://content.tfl.gov.uk/travel-in-london-report-12.pdf
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Geospatial disaggregation: HGV and buses are assigned to the depot locations identified above (see Figure 19). The 
depots are essentially point coordinates. EVs are apportioned according to the number of licences assigned to each 
depot. LSOA outputs are produced by determining in which LSOA each of the depots is located.  

 

  

Figure 21: Bus stock growth in Leading the Way. 
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4.3 Decarbonised heating 
One of the key challenges in reaching net zero is the decarbonisation of the heating sector. There are two main pathways 
under consideration for the decarbonisation of heat. One that relies on the electrification of heat and potentially 
decomissioning of the gas grid and the other that continues to rely on gas boilers but requires conversion of the gas grid 
to supply a decarbonised gas, most likely dominated by hydrogen. These two extremes are represented by Consumer 
Transformation (the electric path) and System Transformation (the hydrogen path) as outlined in Table 10. The pathway 
for heat decarbonisation in the UK could equally be a mix of those components and Leading the Way represets a 
scenario world where high uptake of heat pumps is combined with a decarbonised gas grid, which creates a market for 
hybrid heat pumps. Steady Progression represents a scenario world where the heating sector is not decarbonised by 
2050, which might reflect a lack of sufficiently strong government policy, for example. 

Furthermore, improving the thermal efficiency of the building stock and deploying district heating can play an important 
role in the decarbonisation of the heating sector. In the following sections we present scenarios for the following key 
drivers of the transition to low-carbon heating and how they feed into our scenario framework. 

1. Thermal efficiency;  
2. Heating technologies; and  
3. District heat. 

Table 10: Scenario world mapping for decarbonised heating. 

Parameter Steady Progression System Transformation Consumer 
Transformation Leading the Way 

Thermal energy 
efficiency Low Medium High High 

Heat pump 
deployment Low Medium High Early high 

Gas grid  
availability in 2050 

Remains at current 
availability 

Remains at current 
availability 

Decommissioned by 
2050 Reduced utilisation 

Gas grid 
composition 

Mainly natural gas,  
with some biogas 

After 2040: H2 and  
other low-carbon gases 

Mainly natural gas, with 
some biogas until 2050 

Possibly a mixture of 
low-carbon gases 

District heat uptake Low Medium High High 

District heat supply Baseline Decarbonised gas High electrification Decentralised 

4.3.1 Thermal energy efficiency 
Thermal energy efficiency in the domestic sector 

We developed three energy efficiency scenarios based on cost-effectiveness of measures applied. Our domestic 
thermal energy efficiency scenarios are based on our recent analysis 34 for the Committee on Climate Change which 
contributed to the CCC’s Net Zero report 35 as well as our work for the National Infrastructure commission36. We consider 
a suite of energy efficiency measures, such as loft, wall, and floor insulation, as well as window glazing, for a range of 
different building archetypes. The heating demand reduction and cost-effectiveness of each measure has been 
calculated for each relevant building archetype and we have then developed three scenarios for energy efficiency 
improvement, based on the cost-effectiveness of measured applied (an increasing efficiency improvement assumes 
householders will be prepared to install less cost-effective measures).  The overall energy efficiency improvement for 
the whole building stock in UK Power Networks’ licence areas is shown in Figure 22. 

                                                      

34 Element Energy & UCL for the CCC, Analysis on abating direct emissions from ‘hard-to-decarbonise’ homes (July 2019) 
35 CCC, Net Zero – The UK’s contribution to stopping global warming (May 2019) 
36 Element Energy and E4tech for the National Infrastructure Commission, Cost analysis of future heat infrastructure options (March 2018) 
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In scenarios where we assume high uptake of heat pumps, vast improvements in the energy efficiency of the building 
stock are required. Therefore, Leading the Way and Consumer Transformation, the two scenario worlds with a high 
degree of electrification of heating, see a significant roll-out of energy efficiency measures, while System Transformation, 
with its decarbonised gas for heating, sees a more moderate roll-out of measures to improve the thermal energy 
efficiency of homes.  

 

 

Thermal energy efficiency in the I&C sector 

We estimated the technical potential for thermal energy efficiency in the I&C sector from the Department for Business 
Energy and Industrial Strategy’s (BEIS’s) Building Energy Efficiency Survey (BEES)37. We considered thermal efficiency 
measures such as building fabric improvement and better instrumentation & control. As in the Domestic sector, we broke 

                                                      

37 The Building Energy Efficiency Survey (BEES) reports on the non-domestic building stock in England and Wales in 2014–15 
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Figure 22: Energy efficiency rollout scenarios in UK Power Networks' domestic building stock. 
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Figure 23: Energy efficiency rollout scenarios in UK Power Networks' Office stock. 
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down measures by cost-effectiveness and attributed them to different energy efficiency packages accordingly. We 
modelled each of the I&C sub-sectors separately.  For example, the resulting deployment scenarios for the Office sector 
is shown in Figure 23. 

 

Table 11: Thermal energy efficiency cost band scenario definitions. 

Scenario Cost effectiveness 
range (£/tCO2 abated) Description 

Low < 0 Low cost energy efficiency measures only applied 

Medium < 0 – 150 Low and Medium cost energy efficiency measures applied 

High < 0 – 400 Low, Medium and High cost energy efficiency measures applied 

 

4.3.2 Heating technologies 
We based the uptake of individual building-level heating technologies on our in-house consumer choice uptake model, 
which is based upon Element Energy heating models used to support numerous policy studies for the government in 
the UK and Ireland. We made several updates and improvements to the model from the previous DFES based on new 
data that has become available. This included a thorough analysis of technology prices and fuel costs, an update of our 
assumptions for public awareness of low-carbon heating technologies, and a new methodology for assessing the 
suitability of different building types for heat pumps.38 Additionally, we account for the Clean Heat Grant, which is 
proposed to replace the Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI), as well as the Green Homes Grant, which has already been 
launched. We assume that the RHI will end in March 2022, in line with the latest announcements. Figure 24 presents 
the heating technologies modelled.  

                                                      

38 Draws on findings from: Carbon Trust, Heat Pump Retrofit in London, August 2020. Available from: https://www.carbontrust.com/resources/heat-pump-retrofit-in-
london  

Figure 24: Modelled individual heating technologies.  
Acronyms: ASHP ATW: air source heat pump - air to water; ASHP ATA: air source heat pump - air to air; GSHP: ground 

source heat pump; H ASHP: hybrid air source heat pump; Micro CHP: micro combined heat and power unit. 

https://www.carbontrust.com/resources/heat-pump-retrofit-in-london
https://www.carbontrust.com/resources/heat-pump-retrofit-in-london
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By flexing the input parameters of the model, we generated four future pathways that fit into our scenario framework as 
outlined in Table 10. The model cycles through every quarter from 2019 to 2050 and assesses the business case of the 
heating technologies that are available to the consumer39. We have found that Government policy is the factor that has 
the largest effect on the outputs. Extensive heat decarbonisation – whether via gas grid decarbonisation, decarbonised 
electrification or a mix of both – will rely on top down Government intervention. Based upon the recent recommendation 
made by the CCC to ban gas boilers in new homes, as well as feedback gained from consultation with UK Power 
Networks’ stakeholders, we modelled future policy intervention to encourage decarbonised heating, including the phase 
out of heating technologies that depend on high carbon fuels such as gas, oil and LPG boilers.  

In our scenarios we split the building stock into three key sectors: new builds, off-gas existing buildings and gas-heated 
existing buildings. We model different policy assumptions for the phase-out of fossil fuels in each of these sectors. An 
overarching policy assumption, that is included in all four scenarios, is a ban on fossil fuel heating technologies in new 
builds, in line with the proposed Future Homes Standard40. In the following sections, we present the principal scenario 
assumptions that feed into the heating technology consumer choice modelling, as well as the resultant heating 
technology breakdown. The uptake scenarios presented include the uptake of district heating, discussed in the next 
section.  

 

Steady Progression 

Table 12: Heating technology scenario assumptions for Steady Progression. 

Existing heating fuel 
Date at which new builds 

can no longer choose 
heating fuel 

Date at which existing 
buildings can no longer 
choose existing heating 

fuel 

Date at which existing 
buildings can no longer 

choose a hybrid heat 
pump with existing fuel 

Gas boilers 2025 No restrictions No restrictions 

Oil & LPG boilers  2025 2035 2035 

Green Homes Grant ends in March 2022, Clean Heat Grant ends in March 2024 

Low electrification 

 

In Steady Progression there are two policy intervention assumed, a ban on fossil fuel heating in new homes from 
2025and a ban on fossil fuel heating in off-gas properties from 2035 (Table 12). Additionally, we assume that the Clean 
Heat Grant and Green Homes Grant will not be extended to last longer than their currently proposed durations and we 
apply constraints on the growth rate of heat pump installations per year to account for potential limitations in the ability 
of the market to meet demand. The resulting heating technology breakdown can be seen in Figure 25. This scenario 
fails to fully decarbonise the heating sector, still relying heavily on natural gas in 2050. The heat pumps that come into 
operation are predominantly in the new build and off gas grid sectors. This scenario suggests that without Government 
intervention, the business case for gas boilers will remain strong, resulting in low uptake of low-carbon heating 
technologies.  

                                                      

39 For more detail on the methodology, refer to: UK Power Networks and Element Energy, Distribution Future Energy Scenarios: Network-Level Outlook. Available from: 
https://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/UKPN_Distribution_Future_Energy_Scenarios_10_March_2020.pdf 
40 Ministry of Housing, Communities & Local Government, The Future Homes Standard Consultation, 2019. Available from: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/the-future-homes-standard-changes-to-part-l-and-part-f-of-the-building-regulations-for-new-dwellings  

https://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/UKPN_Distribution_Future_Energy_Scenarios_10_March_2020.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/the-future-homes-standard-changes-to-part-l-and-part-f-of-the-building-regulations-for-new-dwellings
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System Transformation  

  

Table 13: Heating technology scenario assumptions for System Transformation. 

Existing heating fuel 
Date at which new builds 

can no longer choose 
heating fuel 

Date at which existing 
buildings can no longer 
choose existing heating 

fuel 

Date at which existing 
buildings can no longer 

choose a hybrid heat 
pump with existing fuel 

Gas boilers 2024 2040 (all switch to H2) 2040 (all switch to H2) 

Oil & LPG boilers  2024 2030 2030 

Green Homes Grant ends in March 2022, Clean Heat Grant ends in March 2025  

Gas grid repurposed to distribute low-carbon hydrogen instead of natural gas in 2040 

 

 

In System Transformation, the ban on fossil fuel heating in new builds is brought forward to 2024 and existing off-gas 
properties can no longer choose a high-emitting fuel from 2030 (Table 13).  We assume that the Clean Heat Grant will 

Figure 25: Breakdown by heating technology of the domestic stock (left) and I&C stock (right) in Steady Progression. 

Figure 26: Breakdown by heating technology of the domestic stock (left) and I&C stock (right) in System Transformation. 
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be extended by a year but include constraints on the growth rate of annual heat pump installations. This scenario relies 
on the decarbonisation of the gas grid, with the gas grid assumed to be repurposed to distribute hydrogen in 2040, at 
which point all natural gas boilers are replaced / repurposed to combust hydrogen. The resulting heating technology 
breakdown can be seen in Figure 26. As in Steady Progression, the majority of the building stock relies on gas boilers 
in 2050, although hydrogen boilers in this case, and the low level of heat pump uptake observed is predominantly 
concentrated in new builds and off gas properties. 

We estimated 2040 as a reasonable date at which a transition to hydrogen might occur, due to the significant 
uncertainties around technical feasibility and safety of distributing hydrogen as a heating fuel that need to be resolved 41. 
In reality, roll-out would need to be more gradual across the licence areas, probably over a number of years. Other low-
carbon gases (e.g. biomethane) could also be part of the solution prior to 2040 across all areas. In order for the transition 
to hydrogen to occur seamlessly, we assume that hydrogen-ready boilers 42 start being rolled out 10-15 years before 
the conversion to hydrogen starts. This would mean that consumers would not need to renew their heating installations 
prematurely during the period leading up to the transition. 

Consumer Transformation 

 

Table 14: Heating technology scenario assumptions for Consumer Transformation. 

Existing heating fuel 
Date at which new builds 

can no longer choose 
heating fuel 

Date at which existing 
buildings can no longer 
choose existing heating 

fuel 

Date at which existing 
buildings can no longer 

choose a hybrid heat 
pump with existing fuel 

Gas boilers 2023 2035 2035 

Oil & LPG boilers  2023 2027 2027 

Green Homes Grant ends in March 2022, Clean Heat Grant ends in March 2026 

High electrification 

 

                                                      

41 Guidehouse, Gas Decarbonisation Pathways, 2020. Available from: https://guidehouse.com/-/media/www/site/downloads/energy/2020/gfc-gas-decarbonisation-
pathways-2020-2050.pdf  
42 Hydrogen ready boilers would be able to combust either natural gas or hydrogen with only minor modifications. Deploying hydrogen ready appliances would avoid the 
need for existing boilers to be replaced entirely as part of a future hydrogen conversion.  

https://guidehouse.com/-/media/www/site/downloads/energy/2020/gfc-gas-decarbonisation-pathways-2020-2050.pdf
https://guidehouse.com/-/media/www/site/downloads/energy/2020/gfc-gas-decarbonisation-pathways-2020-2050.pdf
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Consumer Transformation is a scenario that relies on the electrification of the heating sector. The ban on fossil fuel 
heating n new builds is brought forward to 2023, reflecting a potential outcome of the Government’s high ambition of 
implementing the Future Home Standard in the shortest possible timeline, as put forth in the new ten point plan43. 

Existing off-gas properties can no longer choose a high carbon fuel from 2027, in line with the recommendations from 
BEIS to phase out the installation of high carbon forms of fossil fuel heating in properties off the gas grid during the 
2020s 44. In 2035, a ban on gas boilers is enforced for existing buildings (Table 14). Coupled with our assumption of a 
15-year lifetime of heating technologies, tested with stakeholders, this ensures a complete phase-out of gas boilers by 
2050. The resulting heating breakdown in Figure 27 shows that in 2050, almost the entire building stock is on electric 
heating, with the exception of a small proportion of homes and businesses that use a biomass boiler.  

 

Leading the Way 

Table 15: Heating technology scenario assumptions for Leading the Way. 

Existing heating fuel 
Date at which new builds 

can no longer choose 
heating fuel 

Date at which existing 
buildings can no longer 
choose existing heating 

fuel 

Date at which existing 
buildings can no longer 

choose a hybrid heat 
pump with existing fuel 

Gas boilers 2023 2030 No ban, shift to low-carbon 
gas 

Oil & LPG boilers  2023 2025 2025 

Green Homes Grant ends in March 2022, Clean Heat Grant ends in March 2028 and supports hybrid heat 
pumps 

Early High electrification and gas grid repurposed to distribute hydrogen or other low-carbon gases 

 

                                                      

43 UK Government, The ten point plan for a green industrial revolution, November 2020, available from: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-ten-point-plan-
for-a-green-industrial-revolution 
44 BEIS, Clean Growth Strategy, 2017. Available from: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/clean-growth-strategy 

Figure 27: Breakdown by heating technology of the domestic stock (left) and I&C stock (right) in Consumer Transformation. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-ten-point-plan-for-a-green-industrial-revolution
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-ten-point-plan-for-a-green-industrial-revolution
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Leading the Way has the earliest government action, with a ban on fossil fuel heating in new builds from 2023, off-gas 
fossil fuel boilers in existing buildings in 2025, and a ban on fossil gas boilers in the existing on-gas sector from 2030 
(Table 15). It is important to note that the 2030 ban on gas boilers does not include hybrid heat pumps, heating systems 
that consist of a gas boiler combined with a small heat pump. To further enforce the deployment of hybrid heat pumps, 
the Clean Heat Grant will include support for hybrid heat pumps (unlike the other scenarios) and extend until March 
2028. The heating technology breakdown in Figure 24 shows the resulting high uptake of both full-electric and hybrid 
heat pumps.  

 

Heat pump deployment across scenarios 

In Figure 29 we compare the uptake of heat pumps between scenarios. The figure shows a steep ramp up in heat pump 
deployment in 2030 in Leading the Way and 2035 in Consumer Transformation, consistent with the dates at which a 
ban on gas boilers in existing properties is enforced. Since the on-gas existing building stock makes up the majority of 
the total stock, the impact is significant. This trend is not observed in System Transformation and Steady Progression 
as these scenarios do not place a ban on gas boilers in existing properties.  

 

Figure 28: Breakdown by heating technology of the domestic stock (left) and I&C stock (right) in Leading the Way. 

Figure 29: Number of heat pumps in operation in the domestic sector (left) and the I&C sector (right) in UK Power Networks’ 
region. 
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These scenarios were generated based on a bottom-up, regionally specific approach. The heating technology 
breakdowns are therefore resolved to a high geographical resolution (LSOA level). After combining these uptake 
scenarios with the district heating uptake described in the following section, the heat pump uptake by LSOA shown in 
Figure 30 is obtained. The figure shows the proportion of homes that have a heat pump (full electric or hybrid) in 2030. 
At this point in time a clear difference between the four scenarios can be seen.  

In Leading the Way and Consumer Transformation, the policy to phase-out fossil fuel heating in the off-gas sector has 
already been implemented, resulting in a high concentration of heat pumps in areas that have a high proportion of off 
gas properties, such as East Anglia. Furthermore, these two scenarios, along with Steady Progression, show a lower 
concentration of heat pumps in and around London, which could be explained by the higher proportion of flats in the 
area (flats are less suited to heat pumps) as well as the uptake of district heating, which is driven by high heat demand 
density. In Steady Progression and System Transformation, the only policy implemented by 2030 is the ban on gas 
boilers in the new build sector. Therefore, the uptake of heat pumps is concentrated in areas of new build developments. 
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Figure 30: Heat pump uptake in 2030: Proportion of domestic stock that has a heat pump (either full-electric or hybrid). 
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4.3.3 District heating 
The uptake scenarios for district heating (DH) networks are based on LSOA-level heat density analysis. Areas with 
higher density heating demand are assumed to be more suitable for district heating. Our modelling approach is closely 
aligned to the approach we used in our study for London’s Climate Action Plan commissioned by the Greater London 
Authority (GLA) and C40 Cities 45. To define the areas most suitable for district heating based upon their heat demand 
density we define heat demand density thresholds based on gas demand density data (Table 16). For LSOAs inside 
the GLA area those thresholds are based on the GLA work cited above, and outside the GLA we adopt a lower threshold 
to reflect the generally lower heat demand density. The process used to generate forecasts for district heating is based 
on the same principles as applied in the previous DFES, except that we now also assume that areas of significant new 
build developments are suitable for district heating.  

Table 16: Gas demand density thresholds applied inside and outside that GLA region. 

Scenario Scenario world 
Gas demand density 

threshold inside GLA region  
(kWh / m2 / year) 

Gas demand density 
threshold outside GLA region  

(kWh / m2 / year) 
Low Steady Progression 100 50 

Medium System Transformation 70 50 

High Consumer Transformation / 
Leading the Way 70 50 

 

The assumed fraction of customers in the suitable areas connecting to heat networks is based on the rate of uptake of 
connections to DH in our work for the GLA. It reflects the assumption that, once a heat network is established, it 
continues to grow as surrounding customers connect over time. 

In Figure 31 we present the three uptake scenarios developed for district heating and how they map into our scenario 
framework. At present there are an estimated 105,000 homes and 9,500 I&C customers connected to DH in UK Power 
Networks’ region, representing approximately 1.3% of the customer base in each sector. Our scenarios forecast 
between 3.2% and 8.6% of homes connected to DH by 2030, representing between 270,000 and 730,000 homes. This 
is expected to rise to between 6.3% and 20.5% by 2050, representing between 580,000 and 1.9 million homes. For I&C 

                                                      

45 Element Energy for the Greater London Authority, London’s Climate Action Plan: WP3 Zero Carbon Energy Systems (September 2018). Available from: 
https://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/2.3_wp3_zero_carbon_energy_systems_-_final_report_issued_21_september_2018a.pdf  

Figure 31: Uptake of district heating in the domestic sector (left) and the I&C sector (right) within UK Power Networks’ 
region. 

https://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/2.3_wp3_zero_carbon_energy_systems_-_final_report_issued_21_september_2018a.pdf
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customers, we estimate between 3.5% and 10.6% of customers on DH by 2030, rising to between 7.4% and 26.3% by 
2050, representing between 60,000 and 213,000 customers connected to DH in 2050. 

We have developed scenarios for the supply of heat to heat networks, i.e. in terms of the heat supply technologies 
deployed, based on our work for the GLA46 and the CCC47. These scenarios involve varying degrees of dependence 
on electrified heating and decarbonised gas, as shown in Figure 32. 

Our heat supply scenarios include consideration of the utilisation of waste heat sources.  In most cases, for waste heat 
to be utilised, heat pumps would be required to raise the temperature of the low-grade heat to a suitable temperature 
for distribution, these heat pumps are excluded from the uptake of heat pumps discussed in Chapter 4.3.2, but will be 
taken into account in analysis of network impacts. This is also the case for all heat originating from rivers. It was noted 
through consultation with stakeholders that there could be a future transition to low temperature heat networks in which 
the temperature would not need to be elevated as much, thereby reducing the electricity demand of those heat networks.  

 

  

                                                      

46 Element Energy for the Greater London Authority, London’s Climate Action Plan: WP3 Zero Carbon Energy Systems (September 2018) 
47 Element Energy in partnership with Frontier Economics and Imperial College London, commissioned by the CCC, Research on district heating and local approaches to 
heat decarbonisation (2015) 

Figure 32: Breakdown of the supply for district heat networks in 2019-2050. 
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4.4 Distributed generation 
We consider a broad range of generation technologies that would connect to the distribution network. We have 
categorised the different types of distributed generation to align with the Building Blocks agreed between National Grid 
ESO and the DNOs through the Energy Networks Association joint working group. For each technology, we developed 
three future uptake scenarios (low, medium, and high) and assigned them to the four scenario worlds (Table 17) 
according to how they align with the scenario world narratives.  

Table 17: Distributed generation uptake scenarios modelled in this work and their mapping to the scenario world 
framework. 

Parameter Steady Progression System 
Transformation 

Consumer 
Transformation Leading the Way 

Small-scale solar PV* Low Medium High Medium 

Large-scale solar PV* Low Medium Medium High 

Onshore wind Low Medium High High 
Renewable engines 

(landfill-, sewage- and 
biogas) 

Low Medium High High 

Waste incineration 
(including CHP) High Low Low Low 

Biomass and energy 
crops (including CHP) High Medium Medium Low 

Hydrogen fuel cells Low High Medium Medium 

Non-renewable CHP High Medium Medium Low 

Non-renewable 
engines (non-CHP) High Low Low Low 

OCGTs and CCGTs High Low Low Low 

* Small-scale solar PV is defined as installations of capacity less than or equal to 150 kW and large-scale solar PV refers 
to installations larger than 150 kW. 

While we appreciate that other emerging generation technologies, such as small modular nuclear reactors, could form 
part of the future generation mix, at present, there remains significant uncertainty around these technologies. We will 
continue to monitor progress with the development of these technologies and update future iterations of the Distribution 
Future Energy Scenarios as appropriate.   

Modelling method 

The approach that we used for modelling the uptake of distributed generation consists of three steps, as outlined in 
Figure 33. 
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Figure 33: Pathway for modelling distributed generation. 

 

Existing: 

To obtain an accurate picture of the existing capacity in UK Power Networks’ region, we use a variety of data sources. 
We defined three capacity bands for installation size and gathered information on connections for each band from a 
suitable data source (Table 18). Combined, these sources provide us with a detailed baseline for installed capacity, both 
in terms of location and time. Due to the high geospatial resolution of the data, we are able to map the existing 
connections to LSOA level. Information on the time of connection is also useful, for example to calibrate our solar PV 
model (see Appendix D). 

Table 18: Existing generation capacity bands and data sources. 

Capacity band Data source 

Less than or equal 
to 50 kW 

Feed-in Tariff data (installations prior to April 2019)  
G98 and G83 data (installations after April 2019) 

Between 50 kW and 
1 MW Distributed Generation Database (DGDB) and R180 

Larger than 1 MW Embedded Capacity Register (ECR) 
 

Pipeline: 

For all technologies, we modelled the near-term uptake based on the UK Power Networks’ database of accepted 
connection offers for generators, or “pipeline” data. Based on stakeholder consultation, we modelled a typical 
acceptance-to-connection conversion rate of 60% and assumed most technologies had up to a three-year period 
between acceptance and installations. However, these rates and timescales were varied between technologies and with 
the help of external stakeholders, we developed technology-specific scenarios for the connection rates and timescales 
(Table 19).  

Forecast: 

We analyse a range of sources for developing the long-term generation forecasts. Element Energy consumer choice- 
and investor decision modelling is used for those technologies most suited to this type of uptake modelling e.g. solar 
PV. We describe the modelling method for solar PV in detail in section 4.4.1. The NG FES Building Blocks data has 
been published with the Building Block generation categories, available to GSP level. Using this, we are able to readily 
establish the NG view at a UKPN level. We also use our past assessment (March 2020 DFES) of suitability of UK Power 

1. Existing 
Installed capacity
(2020)

2. Pipeline
Accepted 
connections 
(next 3-5 years) 

3. Forecast
Long term 
projections
(out to 2050)
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Networks’ region to different generation technologies to sense check the National Grid long term allocation of these 
technologies to the UK Power Networks’ licence areas. We used alternative publications of future possible generation 
mixes to sense check the National Grid modelling at a national level 48. We used these sources to generate scenarios 
of distributed generation specific to UK Power Networks’ region (Table 19). 

 

Table 19: Modelling method for distributed generation technologies. 

Technology Renewable 
Pipeline connection 

rate in scenario 
(low / medium / high) 

Pipeline 
length Forecast 

 
  Solar PV  20% / 60% / 90% 5 years Element Energy in-

house modelling 

 
  Offshore wind  

No accepted 
connections  

Assumed to connect 
at transmission level 

in future 

 
  Onshore wind  20% / 60% / 90% 5 years 

Regional 
disaggregation of 

NG’s FES  

Renewable engines 
(landfill-, sewage- and 
biogas) 

 20% / 60% / 90% 3 years 

 

Waste incineration 
(including CHP)  

20% / 60% / 90% 5 years 

 

Biomass and energy 
crops (including CHP)  20% / 60% / 90% 5 years 

Based on NG’s FES 
and ESC’s 

Innovating to Net 
Zero49 

 
Hydrogen fuel cells 

 
No accepted 
connections  

Regional 
disaggregation of 

NG’s FES 
 

Non-renewable CHP  20% / 60% / 90% 3 years 

 

Non-renewable engines  
(non-CHP)  10% / 40% / 90% 3 years 

 
OCGTs and CCGTs  

No accepted 
connections 

 Element Energy in-
house modelling 

 

Results: 

Figure 34 shows the total distributed generation forecast in the UK Power Networks’ region for all four scenario worlds 
in 2030 and 2050.This figure demonstrates that, based upon our modelling, solar PV is likely to be the dominant 
distributed generation technology in UK Power Networks’ region in a decarbonised future. The three net zero compliant 
scenario worlds phase out non-renewable generation technologies and rely strongly on solar and onshore wind, whereas 
Steady Progression continues to rely on electricity from gas reciprocating engines out to 2050. Due to the high uptake 
of non-renewable generation in Steady Progression, we see the highest total installed capacity in 2030 for this scenario 
world. Consumer Transformation is a scenario world in which distributed technologies dominate the approach to 
                                                      

48 The Committee for Climate Change, Net Zero – Technical Report, May 2019.  
National Infrastructure Commission, Net Zero: Opportunities for the Power Sector, March 2020 
Energy Systems Catapult, Innovating to Net Zero, March 2020. 
49 Energy Systems Catapult, Innovating to Net Zero, March 2020. Available from: https://es.catapult.org.uk/reports/innovating-to-net-zero/  

https://es.catapult.org.uk/reports/innovating-to-net-zero/
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reaching Net Zero emissions. As a result, it sees the highest uptake of both small-scale solar PV and total distributed 
generation overall in 2050. Consumer Transformation is followed by Leading the Way, which has the highest deployment 
of large scale solar. In the following sections, we discuss these results in more detail and take a detailed outlook for 
solar PV, the largest single contributing factor to the generation mix in 2050 for all four scenario worlds. 

 

Figure 34: Distributed generation in UK Power Networks' region at present (2019), in 2030 and 2050. 

 

 

4.4.1 Renewable generation 
We model a range of renewable generation technologies as outlined in Table 19.  In the following section, we outline 
the modelling of these technologies, with an emphasis on solar generation as we expect that to be the dominant 
technology going forward.   

Solar PV 

We derived Solar PV uptake scenarios using our consumer choice model and investor decision model for small-scale 
(<=150 kW) and large-scale (>150 kW) generation uptake, respectively. These models were initially developed for the 
Department of Energy and Climate Change, the CCC and the Energy Technologies Institute. They assess a consumer 
or investor’s willingness-to-pay for each technology in a market-driven world (with specific policy mechanisms for 
renewable generation), influenced by factors including electricity price and capital costs of installation (Table 20). Since 
the last DFES, we have refreshed our input assumptions, with a notable change being that we have increased the 
assumed lifetime of small-scale PV systems from 15-25 years to 20-30 years. This change was based upon on rapid 
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improvements in the technology and longer warranties being offered by technology providers. We also recalibrated the 
models based on latest uptake data (see Appendix D). 

Table 20: Modelling assumptions for solar PV generation. 

Scenario 
Electricity 
sale price 
forecast 

Capex 

Small scale (< 150 kW) Large scale (> 150 kW) 

Policy 
mechanisms 

Lifetime Policy 
mechanisms Lifetime 

Low Low High Smart Export 
Guarantee 

20-30 years Capacity 
market 

Assumed to be 
repowered 

Medium Central Medium Smart Export 
Guarantee 20-30 years Capacity 

market 
Assumed to be 

repowered 

High High Low Smart Export 
Guarantee 20-30 years Capacity 

market 
Assumed to be 

repowered 

 

The uptake models account for variation in solar PV installation properties and economics by modelling different size 
bands. The size bands have been associated with typical installation types, as summarised in Table 21 below, and 
different installation costs applied to each band.  

Table 21: Solar PV sizing brackets and respective classifications 

Solar PV Size Bracket (kW) Classification 
<=4 Domestic (rooftop) 

4 - 150 Industrial & Commercial (rooftop) 
>150 Large-scale (ground-mounted) 

 

Small-scale solar PV (<=150kW) 

 We define small-scale solar PV as being those installations that occur on domestic and I&C buildings 
(Table 21). These installaions are particularly suited to urban areas where there is not much space 
available for other, larger distributed generation. Figure 35 shows the uptake of domestic small-scale 
solar by number of installations, assuming an average installation size of 3 kW. The uptake in all 
scenarios apart from Consumer Transformation is slow in the near term and we see a dip in the 

installed capacity in the mid-2030s as prior feed-in-tariff installations come to the end of their lifetime 
and are potentially not replaced. However, from then onwards, as the capital costs for rooftop PV installations continue 
to decline in the net zero compliant scenario worlds, we see the uptake of small-scale solar PV continuing to increase 
out to 2050. In Steady Progression, the overall deployment of domestic solar stays relatively constant out to 2040, with 
around 2% of homes with solar PV, rising to 3% of homes by 2050. In Consumer Transformation, we see the highest 
uptake of domestic solar installations, consistent with the scenario narrative of distributed technologies being deployed 
by individual homeowners and businesses to reduce emissions. In this scenario, the proportion of homes with solar PV 
reaches 5% by 2031, rising to 14% by 2050. In Leading the Way uptake is more moderate as larger solar PV installations 
are favoured over small-scale installations.  While we also project more moderate uptake in System Transformation, in 
this case because the scenario world favours larger, transmission-connected generation installations. Figure 36 shows 
that a similar trend is observed in the uptake of I&C small-scale solar PV.  
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Figure 36: Capacity of small scale I&C solar installations (4 – 150 kW). 

 

 

Large-scale solar PV (>150kW) 

Similar to the trends found in small-scale solar, we expect significant capacity increases in large-scale 
ground mounted solar arrays. We expect this growth to be centred in areas which are particularly 
suitable for solar, such as the East of England where land availability and good solar resources will 
continue to drive high uptake. We model a technical potential for ground mounted solar based on land 
type and availability and take into account constraints such as areas of outstanding natural beauty. 

We see the highest deployment of large-scale solar PV in Leading the Way, meeting the required 
electricity demand with a more centralised approach than in Consumer Transformation. 
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Figure 35: Number of small scale domestic solar installations (<= 4 kW). 
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Figure 37: Large-scale solar PV capacity in UK Power Networks' region. 

 

Other renewable generation 

Historically, onshore wind has been an important generation technology in the UK. However, due to planning barriers 
and more emphasis on large offshore wind installations, the future of the technology is uncertain. We model a moderate 
growth in onshore wind, reaching between 0.7 GW and 3 GW capacity  by 2050 (Table 22), with the highest uptake in 
Consumer Transformation and Leading the Way, consistent with the scenario narrative of placing prioritising distributed 
sources of generation rather than centralised. In contrast, a stronger emphasis is placed on centralised sources of 
generation, such as large offshore wind, in System Transformation, therefore we see a lower uptake of onshore wind in 
this scenario, reaching 1.9 GW of capacity by 2050.  

Table 22: Modelled outputs of renewable generation in 2050 by scenario world. 

Technology 
2050 Installed Capacity (MW) 

Steady 
Progression 

System 
Transformation 

Consumer 
Transformation Leading the Way 

Onshore wind 718 1944 3084 3084 

Renewable engines 
(landfill-, sewage- 

and biogas) 
239 314 380 380 

Waste incineration 
(including CHP) 601 151 151 151 

Biomass and energy 
crops (including 

 

359 236 236 121 

Hydrogen fuel cells 0 8 4 4 
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While biomass energy is considered a renewable energy source, it is not without limitations as significant arable land is 
required to grow trees and other energy crops used in biomass production. There is an increasingly prominent view that 
because biomass resource is limited in the UK, it should be reserved for the highest value use cases for decarbonisation. 
This includes fuel for industry that cannot switch to other low-carbon fuels, heating fuel for hard-to-decarbonise homes 
and negative emissions when coupled to carbon capture and storage (CCS). In National Grid’s scenario framework, 
significant volumes of biomass are required in Leading the Way for bioenergy with carbon capture and storage (BECCS) 
to create negative emissions. Due to the high costs of CCS, these biomass installations are of large scale and are 
connected to the transmission network, rather than the distribution network. Therefore, the uptake of decentralised 
biomass in Leading the Way is low. The uptake of decentralised biomass is higher in Consumer Transformation and 
System Transformation as lower levels of BECCS are deployed in those scenarios. We model the highest uptake in 
Steady Progression, as higher value use cases for decarbonisation are not necessarily considered. 

Energy from waste generation declines in the three net zero scenarios as higher levels of societal change result in a 
reduction in waste from consumers, consistent with a circular economy. In Steady Progression, uptake of energy from 
waste generation continues to increase until the mid-2030s, where we start to see a decrease in the generation.   

 

4.4.2 Non-renewable generation 
We model a range of distributed non-renewable generation technologies (Table 19). In all three net zero scenarios, 
generation from non-renewable sources is phased out by 2050 (Table 23). These scenarios forecast increasing 
deployment of renewable generation, as outlined in the section above. To ensure system stability, these scenarios rely 
on a higher generation capacity installed overall as well as higher levels of storage and flexibility. 

In Steady Progression, generation from gas reciprocating engines continues to increase out to 2050, in line with current 
trends, but diesel reciprocating engine generation is assumed to be phased out. We model the phase-out of generation 
from large gas turbines, both combined-cycle gas turbines (CCGT) and open-cycle gas turbines (OCGT), by creating 
scenarios that represent different closure dates of each of the five large plants located within UK Power Networks’ region 
and assume that no new CCGT or OCGT plants will connect up to 2050. We model the longest lifetime of these plants 
in Steady Progression 

Table 23: Phase out dates for non-renewable generation technologies by scenario. 

Technology 
Phase-out date 

Steady 
Progression 

System 
Transformation 

Consumer 
Transformation Leading the Way 

Non-renewable 
engines (gas) - 2043 2043 2043 

Non-renewable 
engines (diesel) 2034 2026 2026 2026 

Non-renewable CHP - 2050 2050 2045 

CCGT and OCGT 2043 2030 2030 2030 
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4.5 Battery storage 
We modelled the uptake of four different battery storage use cases. For each use case, we developed three to four 
future uptake scenarios and assigned them to the four scenario worlds as outlined in Table 24. 

Table 24: Battery storage types modelled and their mapping to scenario worlds. 

Scenario World Steady Progression System 
Transformation 

Consumer 
Transformation Leading the Way 

Domestic battery 
storage Low Medium High Medium 

I&C behind-the-meter 
battery storage 

Medium Low High Medium 

Co-located battery 
storage 

Low Medium Medium High 

Standalone grid-
connected battery 

storage 
Low Medium High Very high 

 

The uptake of battery storage for each use case is modelled based on a specific set of assumptions around the 
associated business case for those particular battery storage installations. Table 25 shows the different use cases, the 
relevant business case considered, and the modelling method used.  

Table 25: Modelled battery storage use cases and the corresponding business cases and modelling methods. 

Technology use case Modelled business case Modelling method 

 

Domestic 
battery storage 

Coupled to solar PV 
Maximise own use 

Consumer choice modelling coupled with 
domestic solar PV uptake modelling 

 

I&C battery 
storage 

Arbitrage 
Electricity price arbitrage, avoidance 

of network charges  
Consumer choice modelling  

 
Co-located 
battery storage 

Arbitrage 
Electricity price arbitrage, capacity 

market 

Investor decision modelling coupled with 
large scale solar PV uptake modelling 

 

Standalone 
grid-connected 
battery storage 

System balancing and 
arbitrage 

Provision of services to National 
Grid, wholesale market price 

arbitrage 

Based on modelling of total storage 
requirements 

 

Results: 

Figure 38 shows the total battery storage forecast in the UK Power Networks’ region for all four scenario worlds in 2030 
and 2050. Significant growth in battery capacity out to 2050 is expected in all scenarios. Consumer Transformation is a 
scenario world in which distributed technologies dominate the approach to reaching Net Zero emissions. As a result, it 
sees the highest uptake of behind-the-meter storage, including both domestic batteries and I&C batteries. Leading the 
Way has the highest uptake of large-scale solar generation, resulting in the highest deployment of batteries co-located 
with large-scale solar PV. In both Consumer Transformation and Leading the Way, the need for grid-connected 
standalone batteries is diminished by 2050 as system balancing is performed by distributed sources such as behind-
the-meter batteries, batteries co-located with generation as well as vehicle-to-grid services from the EV stock (see 
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Section 4.6.2). In Steady Progression lower levels of both behind-the-meter storage and co-located storage are 
deployed, and there is no uptake of vehicle-to-grid services from electric vehicles. This results in a greater requirement 
for large scale standalone batteries in the long term. In System Transformation, a mixture of technologies is deployed. 
In the following sections, we outline the modelling approaches and assumptions and discuss the results in more detail. 

 

 

Figure 38: Distributed battery storage in UK Power Networks' region at present (2019), in 2030 and 2050. 

 

4.5.1 Behind-the-meter battery storage 
We model the uptake of two distinct cases of behind-the-meter battery storage, domestic batteries, and industrial and 
commercial batteries. 

Domestic battery storage 
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The business case for domestic storage is coupled to our uptake of domestic solar PV. We derived 
uptake scenarios for domestic storage using our consumer choice model described in Section 4.4.1. 
Domestic customers (i.e. those who make purchase decisions for solar PV capacity <= 4 kW) choose 
to buy either a solar PV system only, a solar PV system with a battery, or neither. We also account 
for the purchase decision of retrofitting a battery to an existing solar PV installation. We consider an 
average battery power of 2 kW with a two-hour storage capacity and account for variances in battery 

pack costs, installation costs, and product availability across the three scenarios. If the battery option is chosen, the 
owner is assumed to use it primarily to maximise their own consumption of their solar PV generated electricity. 

The results from our modelling (Figure 39) indicate that between 1.5% and 6.5% of all domestic customers (or between 
42% and 49% of domestic solar PV owners across the three solar PV uptake scenarios) in UK Power Networks’ licence 
areas may install a battery by 2050. The highest uptake is seen in Consumer Transformation, in line with the scenario 
narrative that generation and flexibility originate from homes and businesses, with installed capacity of 1.3 GW in 2050, 
corresponding to around 660,000 homes installing a battery. Leading the Way and System Transformation follow, with 
installed capacity of 600 MW in 2050, followed by Steady Progression with 260 MW, corresponding to 300,000 and 
130,000 homes, respectively.  

I&C storage 

Uptake scenarios for I&C behind-the-meter storage were derived using Element Energy’s consumer 
choice model. We divide the customers into archetypes, based on different business types, each 
with a different suitability for battery uptake, and base the battery size on average modelled weekday 
peak demand. We also assume customers move to time-of-use (ToU) tariffs based on  the uptake 
curves outlined in Chapter 4.6, and the annual uptake is based on payback period (potential revenue 
vs. capital expenditure) and customers’ willingness to pay.  For the capital expenditure, battery 

prices were modelled based on National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) utility-scale price trends 50. We modelled 
the revenue stack, used to determine the payback period, on the highest value streams available for each scenario: 
distribution and transmission network charge avoidance, wholesale electricity pricing, and ancillary services. 
Additionally, we account for possible changes in the wholesale electricity price fluctuations due to higher share of 
renewable generation in the long term. As the UK relies more on intermittent renewables in the future, wholesale 
electricity price fluctuations may be expected to become more dominated by the level of renewable generation, rather 
than just the level of demand.   

                                                      

50 National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), Cost Projections for Utility Scale Battery Storage, 2019 

Figure 39: proportion of all domestic customers who install a battery in UK Power Networks' region. 
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Due to the uncertainty around the future of network charges 51, we assume that different revenue streams are available 
for each scenario. In Consumer Transformation, we assume that the charge avoidance opportunity from distribution 
network charges remains the same as it is today. This results in a high uptake of batteries starting in the mid-2020s 
(Figure 40). In System Transformation and Leading the Way, we assume the revenues gained from network charge 
avoidance to be reduced to half of what they are today, and in the Steady Progression, these revenues are eliminated. 
The uptake of batteries in Steady Progression is predominantly driven by wholesale electricity market arbitrage. Due to 

the changes in electricity price fluctuations in the long term, i.e. longer periods of low electricity prices where wind 
generation is abundant followed by price spikes when fossil generation is needed, higher revenues are expected from 
wholesale arbitrage from the 2030s. With this as the main driver for I&C battery uptake in Steady Progression, 
investments in batteries with a higher energy storage capacity become more common.  

 

4.5.2 Large-scale battery storage 
We model the uptake of two cases of large-scale battery storage, batteries co-located with solar generation, and 
standalone grid-connected batteries.  

Co-located battery storage 

Uptake scenarios for co-located storage were derived using our investor decision model, as used for 
the large-scale solar PV uptake scenarios described in Section 4.4.1. Decision makers have the 
choice to install a large-scale solar PV system alone, a large-scale solar PV system with co-located 
battery storage, or nothing. A battery would be chosen to optimise revenues from electricity price 
arbitrage, reduce curtailment, and participate in the capacity market. The model considers a battery 
with a battery power equal to the installed PV capacity with an energy storage capacity of two hours. 

It also accounts for variances in battery pack costs and the availability of flexible generation connections in the future.  
Error! Reference source not found. shows the range of possible uptake of co-located battery storage across UK 
Power Networks’ region. Leading the Way has the highest deployment of large-scale solar PV and thus the highest 
capacity of co-located storage installed. In Steady Progression, the business case for co-located storage remains 
unfavourable and a low uptake is observed. 

                                                      

51 Ofgem, Electricity Network Access and Forward-Looking Charging Review: Open Letter on our shortlisted policy options, March 2020.  

Figure 40: Proportion of all I&C customers who install a battery in UK Power Networks' region. 
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Figure 41: Capacity of battery storage co-located with solar generation in UK Power Networks' region. 

 

Standalone grid-connected batteries 

With increasing share of intermittent renewable generation, the need for grid-level balancing is also 
likely to increase. We model the total storage capacity needed in UK Power Networks’ licence areas 
by considering a relationship between required storage power capacity and increased share of 
variable generation52. We make use of National Grid’s national level uptake forecast of wind and 
solar along with NG’s predicted peak demand through to 2050 to quantify the future share of 
intermittent renewables in the system. We then calculate scenarios for the total storage capacity 

required at national level and then disaggregate them to create scenarios specific to UK Power Networks’ region.  

We assume that the resulting total storage requirement can be met by I&C behind-the-meter batteries, vehicle-to-grid 
services, batteries co-located with renewable generation or grid-connected standalone batteries. Therefore, to obtain 
the capacity required for grid-connected standalone batteries, we subtract the capacity of I&C batteries, co-located 
batteries, and capacity obtained from vehicle-to-grid services (see Section 4.6.2) from the total storage capacity 
requirements. We assume that Consumer Transformation and Leading the Way require high total battery capacity, 
System Transformation medium and Steady Progression low.  

Figure 42 shows the resulting uptake of standalone grid-connected batteries in UK Power Networks’ region. In Leading 
the Way and Consumer Transformation, we expect a high uptake of standalone batteries in the near term. In the long 
term, alternative storage options enter the market, and the overall storage demand will be met by vehicle-to-grid 
services, I&C batteries and co-located batteries, diminishing the need for standalone batteries. Steady Progression has 
a lower deployment of these alternative batteries and therefore sees a higher demand for standalone battery storage in 
the long term, The overall need for battery storage in Steady Progression, however, is not as pressing in the near term 
as in the net zero scenarios, due to the slower adoption of intermittent renewable generation. 

 

                                                      

52 Drax, Electric Insights – Quarterly, 2019 
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Figure 42: Capacity of grid-connected standalone batteries in UK Power Networks' region. 
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4.6 Flexibility 
We modelled different sources of flexibility that could be available to be accessed, or controlled, by a DNO. Each use 
case is based on a specific set of assumptions around a business case. 

Scenario World Steady Progression System 
Transformation 

Consumer 
Transformation Leading the Way 

Demand reduction Low Medium High High 
Battery based 

 flexibility Low Medium High High 

EV smart charging Low Medium High High 
 

Time-of-use tariff uptake 

In many cases, the uptake of time-of-use (ToU) tariffs will enable increased flexibility. However, one limiting factor in the 
uptake of ToU tariffs is the deployment of smart meters. We model three scenarios for smart meter deployment rate and 
consider the government rollout plan as the ‘high scenario’. We account for the effects of the lockdown due to the 
COVID-19 virus by assuming fewer installations will occur in 2020 and 2021 in the low and medium scenario than 
modelled in the previous DFES. Based on the scenarios that we adopt for the smart meter rollout, and expected ToU 
tariff availability, we developed the ToU uptake curves for domestic customers and small/medium I&C customers shown 
in Figure 44 and Figure 43, respectively. The uptake shown in Figure 44 and Figure 43 excludes customers on Economy 
7 tariffs. 

 

4.6.1 Demand side response 
We developed two models to create scenarios of demand reduction potential of domestic and I&C customers. While the 
domestic demand side response (DSR) potential is based on smart appliances, the I&C potential is based on shiftable 
demand. The modelling methodology and results are both consistent with those published in the March 2020 UKPN 
DFES 53.   

                                                      

53 UK Power Networks and Element Energy, Distribution Future Energy Scenarios: Network-Level Outlook. Available from: https://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2020/03/UKPN_Distribution_Future_Energy_Scenarios_10_March_2020.pdf  

Figure 44: Domestic time-of-use tariff uptake. Figure 43: I&C (small and medium) time-of-use tariff uptake. 
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4.6.2 Battery-based flexibility  

Domestic battery-based flexibility 

In order to lower their bills, we assume that domestic battery owners will use the electricity stored in their batteries during 
peak demand. However, this will not necessarily use the full capacity; therefore, we assumed that the remaining 
discharge capacity will be available to provide flexibility to third parties such as the distribution system operator (DSO). 
We model the battery-based flexibility accessible to a DSO by considering the uptake of domestic batteries, discussed 
in Section 4.5.1 above. Based on the average residential demand during the evening peak over the course of a year, 
we modelled the percentage of battery capacity discharged during the peak, leaving the proportion of the battery 
capacity available to be accessed as controllable flexibility. Figure 45 shows the resulting outputs for each scenario 
world. In both Consumer Transformation and Leading the Way, we assume a high availability of battery-based flexibility, 
however, the total capacity accessible to UK Power Networks is lower in Leading the Way due to the lower uptake of 
domestic batteries. 

 

 

EV smart charging 

We divided electric vehicle charging into three categories, non-managed charging (NMC), user-managed charging 
(UMC) and externally managed charging (EMC), each defined in the boxes below. When charging their EV at home, 
the future EV owner is assumed to choose one of these three charging methods. Using our EV Consumer Charging 
Choice Model, we developed three scenarios for the distribution of EV owners into these charging categories. Externally 
managed charging is further subdivided into “standard” externally managed charging and Vehicle-to-grid (V2G). The 
latter allows for the possibility for the third party controlling the EV charger to discharge the vehicle battery and export 
electricity to the grid. 

Figure 45: Capacity of domestic battery-based flexibility accessible to UK Power Networks. 
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Non-managed charging
(NMC) 

•Customers are free to charge 
as they wish (e.g. via a static 
tariff).

User-managed charging
(UMC)

• Customers are incentivised 
to charge at off-peak times 
(e.g. via ToU tariff).

• Customer can choose 
charging patterns.

Externally-managed 
charging

(EMC)

•Customers are incentivised to 
give control to a third-party.

•Third-party controls when EV 
is charged.
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The resulting distribution between charging technologies in 2050 is displayed in Figure 46. 

 

Figure 46: EV residential charging distribution in 2050. 

 

To calculate the export capacity available from vehicle-to-grid at system peak we estimate what proportion of vehicles 
participating in vehicle-to-grid are plugged in at peak times. We analysed home charging data 54 and estimated the share 
of EVs plugged in at peak based on charge-start time profiles, average charging frequency and average plug-in duration 
for charge events starting each hour. In System Transformation, 25% of vehicles participating in V2G are plugged-in at 
peak, corresponding to similar charging behaviours as we see today. In Consumer Transformation and Leading the 
Way, we assume a higher level of societal change and altered charging behaviour (incentivised by potential revenues 
from V2G) resulting in 45% of participating vehicles plugged-in at peak. When calculating the large scale storage 
capacity required for each scenario, described in Section 4.5.2, we introduce a de-rating factor to account for varying 
levels of battery capacity available throughout the day. The de-rating factor accounts for the fact that the proportion of 
vehicles plugged-in varies throughout the day, as even though a high proportion of vehicles is available at system peak, 
flexibility from V2G could be needed at other times. Additionally, some participants may not have extra capacity available 
to feed to the grid and will need to charge their EV as soon as it is plugged in, others might want to override the charging 
session, even though their EV has available battery charge. After applying this factor, the available battery capacity 
assumed in System Transformation and Consumer Transformation is 20% of the total battery capacity of the vehicles 
participating in V2G and in Leading the Way, the available capacity is equivalent to 36% of the total. 

  

                                                      

54 DfT, Electric Charge Point Analysis 2017: Domestic, December 2018 
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5 Conclusions and future work 
In this work, we developed scenarios for key drivers of demand and generation within UK Power Networks’ three licence 
areas and brought them together to create four scenario worlds that present different views of the evolution of the energy 
system out to 2050. The scenario worlds closely align with the narrative presented by National Grid 55 but the scenarios 
were developed with a bottom-up approach to accurately reflect UK Power Network’s region.   

The work benefited from an extensive programme of regional stakeholder engagement, where we discussed local plans 
for decarbonisation with a range of local government stakeholders. These sessions captured a broad range of views for 
the future that provided support for our modelling assumptions within the DFES. While many of the regions have 
aspirations to deliver action plans in the near term, they acknowledged the high degree of uncertainty that still exists in 
the most likely decarbonisation pathway and expressed an interest in continued collaboration as they develop their plans 
and form a clearer view of the future. Some regions saw a strong role for low-carbon hydrogen, whereas some saw 
electrification as the more likely option, and others expected a mixture of low-carbon options. As these regional action 
plans are developed, local policy frameworks may help to resolve some of these uncertainties.  

The scenarios created span a wide range of potential futures, allowing for uncertainties in technology advancements 
and policy frameworks, both of which have been evolving rapidly over the past few years. Since the publication of the 
March 2020 DFES, a number of new policies has been implemented and following the Government’s recent ten point 
plan for a green industrial revolution, more papers are expected that will convert the ambition of the plan to new policies 
that facilitate decarbonisation. These rapid changes highlight the value of continuing to develop the DFES in an iterative 
manner.  

 

                                                      

55 National Grid ESO, Future Energy Scenarios, July 2020 
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Appendix  

 Licence network analysis 

Eastern Power Networks (EPN) 
 
 

EPN – Steady Progression 

Parameter 2019 2030 2050 

Low-carbon transport    

Number of electric cars and vans 32,000 1,260,000 4,760,000 

Number of electric taxis and PHVs 1,400 37,200 51,900 

Number of electric buses, coaches and minibuses 5 1,890 7,985 

Number of electric HGVs 0 2,378 42,842 

Decarbonised heating    

Number of heat pumps 9,962 152,827 1,039,685 

Number of hybrid heat pumps 0 11 564 

Distributed generation    

Number of homes with solar PV 104,000 126,000 191,000 

Small-scale solar PV capacity (MW) 465 665 1,286 

Large-scale solar PV capacity (MW) 1,396 1,824 3,510 

Onshore wind capacity (MW) 536 553 610 

Waste incineration capacity (MW) 112 147 131 

Biomass capacity (MW) 206 309 320 

Renewable engines (landfill-, sewage- and biogas) 
capacity (MW) 111 102 89 

Hydrogen fuel cell capacity (MW) 0 0 0 

Non-renewable CHP capacity (MW) 803 772 445 

Gas reciprocating engines capacity (MW) 377 2,398 2,711 

Diesel engines capacity (MW) 40 10 0 

Battery storage    

Domestic battery storage capacity (kW) 0 39,065 162,056 

I&C battery storage capacity (kW) 0 0 188,984 

Large battery storage capacity (MW) 164 636 1,634 
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EPN – System Transformation 

Parameter 2019 2030 2050 

Low-carbon transport    

Number of electric cars and vans 32,000 2,270,000 5,360,000 

Number of electric taxis and PHVs 1,400 37,200 51,900 

Number of electric buses, coaches and minibuses 5 1,519 3,776 

Number of electric HGVs 0 886 27,176 

Decarbonised heating    

Number of heat pumps 9,962 214,296 1,072,056 

Number of hybrid heat pumps 0 414 10,898 

Distributed generation    

Number of homes with solar PV 104,000 160,000 388,000 

Small-scale solar PV capacity (MW) 465 898 2,369 

Large-scale solar PV capacity (MW) 1,396 2,579 5,263 

Onshore wind capacity (MW) 536 662 1,653 

Waste incineration capacity (MW) 112 115 35 

Biomass capacity (MW) 206 262 203 

Renewable engines (landfill-, sewage- and biogas) 
capacity (MW) 111 115 114 

Hydrogen fuel cell capacity (MW) 0 0 5 

Non-renewable CHP capacity (MW) 803 754 0 

Gas reciprocating engines capacity (MW) 377 540 0 

Diesel engines capacity (MW) 40 0 0 

Battery storage    

Domestic battery storage capacity (kW) 0 71,107 369,827 

I&C battery storage capacity (kW) 0 117,695 583,712 

Large battery storage capacity (MW) 164 1,123 1,533 
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EPN – Consumer Transformation 

Parameter 2019 2030 2050 

Low-carbon transport    

Number of electric cars and vans 32,000 2,270,000 5,360,000 

Number of electric taxis and PHVs 1,400 37,200 51,900 

Number of electric buses, coaches and minibuses 5 2,821 18,822 

Number of electric HGVs 0 2,763 56,589 

Decarbonised heating    

Number of heat pumps 9,962 355,102 3,317,643 

Number of hybrid heat pumps 0 322 0 

Distributed generation    

Number of homes with solar PV 104,000 252,000 799,000 

Small-scale solar PV capacity (MW) 465 1,381 4,466 

Large-scale solar PV capacity (MW) 1,396 2,579 5,263 

Onshore wind capacity (MW) 536 763 2,623 

Waste incineration capacity (MW) 112 115 35 

Biomass capacity (MW) 206 262 203 

Renewable engines (landfill-, sewage- and biogas) 
capacity (MW) 111 126 135 

Hydrogen fuel cell capacity (MW) 0 0 2 

Non-renewable CHP capacity (MW) 803 754 0 

Gas reciprocating engines capacity (MW) 377 540 0 

Diesel engines capacity (MW) 40 0 0 

Battery storage    

Domestic battery storage capacity (kW) 0 129,498 788,308 

I&C battery storage capacity (kW) 0 434,278 1,202,259 

Large battery storage capacity (MW) 164 1,630 1,490 
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EPN – Leading the Way 

Parameter 2019 2030 2050 

Low-carbon transport    

Number of electric cars and vans 32,000 1,987,000 3,098,000 

Number of electric taxis and PHVs 1,400 76,350 88,400 

Number of electric buses, coaches and minibuses 5 2,908 12,018 

Number of electric HGVs 0 5,316 39,634 

Decarbonised heating    

Number of heat pumps 9,962 533,423 2,330,337 

Number of hybrid heat pumps 0 79,481 986,004 

Distributed generation    

Number of homes with solar PV 104,000 160,000 388,000 

Small-scale solar PV capacity (MW) 465 898 2,369 

Large-scale solar PV capacity (MW) 1,396 3,700 7,056 

Onshore wind capacity (MW) 536 763 2,623 

Waste incineration capacity (MW) 112 115 35 

Biomass capacity (MW) 206 208 93 

Renewable engines (landfill-, sewage- and biogas) 
capacity (MW) 111 126 135 

Hydrogen fuel cell capacity (MW) 0 0 2 

Non-renewable CHP capacity (MW) 803 736 0 

Gas reciprocating engines capacity (MW) 377 540 0 

Diesel engines capacity (MW) 40 0 0 

Battery storage    

Domestic battery storage capacity (kW) 0 71,107 369,827 

I&C battery storage capacity (kW) 0 117,695 583,712 

Large battery storage capacity (MW) 164 1,767 2,836 
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London Power Networks (LPN) 
 

LPN – Steady Progression 

Parameter 2019 2030 2050 

Low-carbon transport    

Number of electric cars and vans 25,000 490,000 1,616,000 

Number of electric taxis and PHVs 1,500 58,400 64,100 

Number of electric buses, coaches and minibuses 35 3,751 12,344 

Number of electric HGVs 0 590 10.660 

Decarbonised heating    

Number of heat pumps 2,228 72,953 508,958 

Number of hybrid heat pumps 0 23 191 

Distributed generation    

Number of homes with solar PV 8,800 11,000 19,000 

Small-scale solar PV capacity (MW) 48 70 130 

Large-scale solar PV capacity (MW) 7 7 7 

Onshore wind capacity (MW) 1 2 2 

Waste incineration capacity (MW) 124 323 300 

Biomass capacity (MW) 1 4 5 

Renewable engines (landfill-, sewage- and biogas) 
capacity (MW) 34 42 43 

Hydrogen fuel cell capacity (MW) 0 0 0 

Non-renewable CHP capacity (MW) 140 151 111 

Gas reciprocating engines capacity (MW) 99 154 154 

Diesel engines capacity (MW) 2 0 0 

Battery storage    

Domestic battery storage capacity (kW) 0 3,702 16,598 

I&C battery storage capacity (kW) 0 0 174,605 

Large battery storage capacity (MW) 3 3 2 
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LPN – System Transformation 

Parameter 2019 2030 2050 

Low-carbon transport    

Number of electric cars and vans 25,000 824,000 1,785,000 

Number of electric taxis and PHVs 1,500 58,400 64,100 

Number of electric buses, coaches and minibuses 35 2,530 6,290 

Number of electric HGVs 0 215 6,765 

Decarbonised heating    

Number of heat pumps 2,228 97,731 446,862 

Number of hybrid heat pumps 0 211 4,128 

Distributed generation    

Number of homes with solar PV 8,800 14,000 43,000 

Small-scale solar PV capacity (MW) 48 95 247 

Large-scale solar PV capacity (MW) 7 7 7 

Onshore wind capacity (MW) 1 5 5 

Waste incineration capacity (MW) 124 170 58 

Biomass capacity (MW) 1 3 3 

Renewable engines (landfill-, sewage- and biogas) 
capacity (MW) 34 53 63 

Hydrogen fuel cell capacity (MW) 0 0 1 

Non-renewable CHP capacity (MW) 140 145 0 

Gas reciprocating engines capacity (MW) 99 119 0 

Diesel engines capacity (MW) 2 0 0 

Battery storage    

Domestic battery storage capacity (kW) 0 6,944 41,001 

I&C battery storage capacity (kW) 0 57,902 513,418 

Large battery storage capacity (MW) 3 3 1 
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LPN – Consumer Transformation 

Parameter 2019 2030 2050 

Low-carbon transport    

Number of electric cars and vans 25,000 824,000 1,785,000 

Number of electric taxis and PHVs 1,500 58,400 64,100 

Number of electric buses, coaches and minibuses 35 4,235 21,221 

Number of electric HGVs 0 687 14,081 

Decarbonised heating    

Number of heat pumps 2,228 157,948 1,440,310 

Number of hybrid heat pumps 0 163 0 

Distributed generation    

Number of homes with solar PV 8,800 24,000 109,000 

Small-scale solar PV capacity (MW) 48 144 521 

Large-scale solar PV capacity (MW) 7 7 7 

Onshore wind capacity (MW) 1 7 7 

Waste incineration capacity (MW) 124 170 58 

Biomass capacity (MW) 1 3 3 

Renewable engines (landfill-, sewage- and biogas) 
capacity (MW) 34 62 82 

Hydrogen fuel cell capacity (MW) 0 0 0 

Non-renewable CHP capacity (MW) 140 145 0 

Gas reciprocating engines capacity (MW) 99 119 0 

Diesel engines capacity (MW) 2 0 0 

Battery storage    

Domestic battery storage capacity (kW) 0 13,489 108,258 

I&C battery storage capacity (kW) 0 347,183 1,078,660 

Large battery storage capacity (MW) 3 2 0 
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LPN – Leading the Way 

Parameter 2019 2030 2050 

Low-carbon transport    

Number of electric cars and vans 25,000 715,000 1,015,000 

Number of electric taxis and PHVs 1,500 97,500 113,900 

Number of electric buses, coaches and minibuses 35 3,860 14,343 

Number of electric HGVs 0 1,328 9,858 

Decarbonised heating    

Number of heat pumps 2,228 244,848 965,049 

Number of hybrid heat pumps 0 42,777 472,741 

Distributed generation    

Number of homes with solar PV 8,800 14,000 43,000 

Small-scale solar PV capacity (MW) 48 95 247 

Large-scale solar PV capacity (MW) 7 7 7 

Onshore wind capacity (MW) 1 7 7 

Waste incineration capacity (MW) 124 170 58 

Biomass capacity (MW) 1 2 2 

Renewable engines (landfill-, sewage- and biogas) 
capacity (MW) 34 62 82 

Hydrogen fuel cell capacity (MW) 0 0 0 

Non-renewable CHP capacity (MW) 140 138 0 

Gas reciprocating engines capacity (MW) 99 119 0 

Diesel engines capacity (MW) 2 0 0 

Battery storage    

Domestic battery storage capacity (kW) 0 6,944 41,001 

I&C battery storage capacity (kW) 0 57,902 513,418 

Large battery storage capacity (MW) 3 2 0 
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South Eastern Power Networks (SPN) 
 

SPN – Steady Progression 

Parameter 2019 2030 2050 

Low-carbon transport    

Number of electric cars and vans 21,000 810,000 3,050,000 

Number of electric taxis and PHVs 900 21,900 30,500 

Number of electric buses, coaches and minibuses 6 1,263 5,447 

Number of electric HGVs 0 1,040 18,685 

Decarbonised heating    

Number of heat pumps 4,078 92,903 573,831 

Number of hybrid heat pumps 0 17 505 

Distributed generation    

Number of homes with solar PV 46,000 57,000 96,000 

Small-scale solar PV capacity (MW) 213 297 548 

Large-scale solar PV capacity (MW) 377 410 800 

Onshore wind capacity (MW) 93 95 105 

Waste incineration capacity (MW) 139 179 170 

Biomass capacity (MW) 25 30 34 

Renewable engines (landfill-, sewage- and biogas) 
capacity (MW) 143 129 106 

Hydrogen fuel cell capacity (MW) 0 0 0 

Non-renewable CHP capacity (MW) 83 88 62 

Gas reciprocating engines capacity (MW) 253 1,132 1,280 

Diesel engines capacity (MW) 0 0 0 

Battery storage    

Domestic battery storage capacity (kW) 0 18,776 81,703 

I&C battery storage capacity (kW) 0 0 116,519 

Large battery storage capacity (MW) 107 614 1,685 
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SPN – System Transformation 

Parameter 2019 2030 2050 

Low-carbon transport    

Number of electric cars and vans 21,000 1,454,000 3,430,000 

Number of electric taxis and PHVs 900 21,900 30,500 

Number of electric buses, coaches and minibuses 6 1,049 2,592 

Number of electric HGVs 0 388 11,857 

Decarbonised heating    

Number of heat pumps 4,078 129,961 586,197 

Number of hybrid heat pumps 0 302 7,262 

Distributed generation    

Number of homes with solar PV 46,000 74,000 199,000 

Small-scale solar PV capacity (MW) 213 398 1,019 

Large-scale solar PV capacity (MW) 377 454 1,109 

Onshore wind capacity (MW) 93 114 137 

Waste incineration capacity (MW) 139 161 58 

Biomass capacity (MW) 25 28 30 

Renewable engines (landfill-, sewage- and biogas) 
capacity (MW) 143 144 137 

Hydrogen fuel cell capacity (MW) 0 0 3 

Non-renewable CHP capacity (MW) 83 85 0 

Gas reciprocating engines capacity (MW) 253 335 0 

Diesel engines capacity (MW) 0 0 0 

Battery storage    

Domestic battery storage capacity (kW) 0 34,694 190,100 

I&C battery storage capacity (kW) 0 71,658 378,425 

Large battery storage capacity (MW) 107 1,229 932 
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SPN – Consumer Transformation 

Parameter 2019 2030 2050 

Low-carbon transport    

Number of electric cars and vans 21,000 1,454,000 3,430,000 

Number of electric taxis and PHVs 900 21,900 30,500 

Number of electric buses, coaches and minibuses 6 1,951 13,241 

Number of electric HGVs 0 1,213 24,648 

Decarbonised heating    

Number of heat pumps 4,078 196,722 2,098,730 

Number of hybrid heat pumps 0 243 0 

Distributed generation    

Number of homes with solar PV 46,000 121,000 431,000 

Small-scale solar PV capacity (MW) 213 606 1,970 

Large-scale solar PV capacity (MW) 377 454 1,109 

Onshore wind capacity (MW) 93 132 454 

Waste incineration capacity (MW) 139 161 58 

Biomass capacity (MW) 25 28 30 

Renewable engines (landfill-, sewage- and biogas) 
capacity (MW) 143 158 164 

Hydrogen fuel cell capacity (MW) 0 0 1 

Non-renewable CHP capacity (MW) 83 85 0 

Gas reciprocating engines capacity (MW) 253 335 0 

Diesel engines capacity (MW) 0 0 0 

Battery storage    

Domestic battery storage capacity (kW) 0 65,362 426,479 

I&C battery storage capacity (kW) 0 287,427 796,469 

Large battery storage capacity (MW) 107 1,877 461 
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SPN – Leading the Way 

Parameter 2019 2030 2050 

Low-carbon transport    

Number of electric cars and vans 21,000 1,273,000 1,985,000 

Number of electric taxis and PHVs 900 44,400 51,100 

Number of electric buses, coaches and minibuses 6 2,027 8,417 

Number of electric HGVs 0 2,312 17,270 

Decarbonised heating    

Number of heat pumps 4,078 300,769 1,433,567 

Number of hybrid heat pumps 0 53,029 664,076 

Distributed generation    

Number of homes with solar PV 46,000 74,000 199,000 

Small-scale solar PV capacity (MW) 213 398 1,019 

Large-scale solar PV capacity (MW) 377 614 1,537 

Onshore wind capacity (MW) 93 132 454 

Waste incineration capacity (MW) 139 161 58 

Biomass capacity (MW) 25 26 26 

Renewable engines (landfill-, sewage- and biogas) 
capacity (MW) 143 158 164 

Hydrogen fuel cell capacity (MW) 0 0 1 

Non-renewable CHP capacity (MW) 83 81 0 

Gas reciprocating engines capacity (MW) 253 335 0 

Diesel engines capacity (MW) 0 0 0 

Battery storage    

Domestic battery storage capacity (kW) 0 34,694 190,100 

I&C battery storage capacity (kW) 0 71,658 378,425 

Large battery storage capacity (MW) 107 1,991 626 
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 Modelling methods for stock growth 
The ONS projections provide figures for the total household stock, which we use as a proxy for domestic customer 
connection counts. We then pair this with the decrease in the existing building stock, modelled by applying the historic 
demolition rate of domestic properties in England 56 , to find the number of new builds per LA (Figure 44). 

In order to project future growth in the I&C sector, we have determined the historic relationship between floorspace and 
Gross Value Added (GVA) at LA resolution (Figure 45) and then used ONS and Office for Budgetary Responsibility 
(OBR) sources to generate local authority GVA projections that can be converted to local authority floorspace projections 
on the basis of the historic floorspace to GVA relationship. 

                                                      

56 Ministry of Housing, Communities & Local Government (MHCLG) Net supply of housing statistics (2017-18) and (2018-2019).  

Figure 47: Method for producing the number of new builds for domestic building stock. 
LA: Local Authority 
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 Modelling methods for EV uptake 
Cars and vans: 

Figure 49 shows the electrification of cars at GB level.  

 

Figure 49: Proportion of car stock that is electrified out to 2050. Modelled using the ECCo model at GB level. 

 

Disaggregation methodology: 

The methodology for disaggregating electric vehicles from the national level ECCo scenario to the UK Power Networks’ 
region is outlined in Figure 50. Each year, we distribute the new EV sales in GB to MSOAs and add them to the number 
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of EVs already present in each MSOA. For the base year and the near term, new EVs in GB are distributed to MSOAs 
according to the current EV distribution according to the DVLA, reflecting the concentration of EVs within regions of 
early adopters. When the market share of EVs in GB reaches 16%, new EVs are distributed, instead, according to total 
car stock distribution. The figure 16% is derived from the total of “Innovators” and “Early Adopters” in diffusion of 
innovation curve depicted in Figure 51, after the market share has reached 16% the technology is considered to have 
reached the “Early Majority” and is therefore in a mass market adoption phase. As a result of this disaggregation 
methodology, the distribution of electric vehicles blends to the overall car stock distribution as uptake grows.  

 
Figure 50: EV disaggregation method, cars and vans. 

 

Figure 51: The diffusion of innovation. 

 

Taxis and private hire vehicles 

Table 26 shows the sources for the data used in the baseline for taxis and private hire vehicles. Figure 52 shows the 
stock growth assumptions for private hire vehicles in Leading the Way and the other scenarios. Table 26: Sources for 
taxi and private hire vehicle data. 
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Table 26: Sources for taxi and private hire vehicle data. 

Data Within the GLA Outside the GLA 

Number of taxis and PHVs TfL licencing information 
(by post code sector) 

DfT/DVLA vehicle statistics 
(by local authority) 

Proportion of taxi stock that is 
electrified TfL licencing information Assume same EV share as cars in 

UKPN excluding the GLA 

Proportion of PHV stock that is 
electrified  

Assume same EV share as cars 
within the GLA 

Assume same EV share as cars in 
UKPN excluding the GLA 

 

 

Figure 52: Stock growth projections for private hire vehicles.  
Fast growth applies to Leading the Way and Slow growth to all other scenario worlds. 

 

Heavy duty vehicles  

The breakdown by powertrain of the heavy goods vehicle stock and the coach vehicle stock can be seen in Figure 50 
and Figure 51, respectively.  
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Figure 53: Breakdown of the heavy goods vehicle stock by powertrain 2019-2050. Note: some of the ICE vehicles will be 
run on biomethane instead of diesel – simplified into diesel ICE here. 

Figure 54: Breakdown of the coach stock by powertrain 2019-2050. 
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 Calibration of the solar PV model 
We calibrated the model to the historic uptake over the last ten years. The model is populated with the historic uptake 
data for each licence area; from this data we determined the propensity of customers in each region to purchase solar 
panels based upon the business case. Figure 55 illustrates this calibration showing the cumulative historic uptake vs. 
the modelled output for solar PV installations under 250 kW for Eastern Power Networks from 2010 to Q1 of 2020. 
 

Figure 55: Solar PV uptake model calibration for Eastern Power Networks’ (EPN) region: historic uptake compared to 
calibrated model output. 

 Demand side response modelling methodology 
Figure 53 shows the modelling method for domestic and I&C demand side response. Each model considers a different 
set of assumptions and inputs. 

 

Figure 56: Demand reduction-based DSR - domestic and I&C modelling approach and scenario development. 
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